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Columnist Edith Decker advises students strUgglingthroughlJSU
If you live in the residence halls, that's.
dorms Jor you nQri~i:orrect-ternie~,· .
you Will eat in the cafeterlaon.the ..
second floor of the SUB as the •
paying guests of Saga .:
Here are a few tips fcir getting
through Saga without looking like
a complete jerk; _ .
.•. Never try to carry your
backpack.in with you. It will come
out "with gravy or syrup or
chocolate sauce on it and wiUmltke
you hungry every time you. get a
whiff of it
- • They hide the syrup and butter i
for breakfast in. the little metal .
things next to the toaster and .
juices. Do not expect syrup during
lunch or dinner. You Will find ice.
cream toppings. (If you .like .
butterscotch on your rolls, .you
have nothing to worry about.)
• Put everything -down on.
a table and go. get .your
food. It's the military
Although roommates sometimes are system. You have 'your
perfect1ycompatible,~ (the three .,.known . headquarters and, Jrorg
_case~ are b<:ing~~udied'at H~a.:rd. )J:h,ap¢~",. ;.-tb..er.e.y..00.. w.. . ~.-.sco...· .Jitings:'arcFyou' iUia' your1rooii1niitte ..won'(be '. c ·>r ._' ',.,
instantly enraptured 'with one another; •': - '.
. Tolerance is' the key
word here. For instance,
when I'm frustrated I
enjoy yelling at my' poster
of Humphrey Bogart and
asking him for advice.
Some people would find
this less than sane,
less than comforting and
probably less than quiet. We
all have our quirks. .
. If you are one of the people who have a
few more odd habits than most, you'd
better hope for a roomie with an Odie
personality. _
If you' are a person with an Odie
personality, you don't care anyway.
Tougher situations come about with one
person who has never experienced dust and
another person who emanates it Iike .
Garfield emanates lasagne breath. . '.
If you are the clean one, you can keep
your part of the room clean and be illwhen
you look at the other half of the room, or
you can clean both halves of the room ..The
, problern with the last suggestion is that we
helplessly cluttered people tend to function
on the pile system. When a pile is moved,
or horror of horrors, disassembled, it tends
to throw off our entire system.
IC all else failS,investfu some earplugs,
.noseplugs, and disposable rubber gloves. .
THE DORMS ARB OPEN on Monday,. " - Jail. 9. This means you . new-. . comers will have to haul all your
worldly possessions into your new and
extremely cozy residence.
If you have a room on the ground floor,
.. or where.there, is an elevator, it Ia.a matter
of hauling and stacking. If you have to go
-up stairs with your 24()..pound footlocker,
however, your $2,000 stereo and your great
Aunte Mable's Magnavox that. she gave
you for college because she only-watched
Lawrence Welk on it anyway, you have a
problem. .
There are a number of solutions,
depending on your financial stability. If
. you are Daddy Warbucks' long lost
nephew, hire a moving company. If you are
from the big city -or have reasonably
, well-off parents, you can hire a football
player, However, if you are a lowly, broke
'student or the child of'a chronic book-
keeper, you'd better resign yourself to
sweat at a young age. ,
After the boxes are piled up, do not
.. despair. It's always worse before the
,j) unpacking begins. You will be amazed at
what can be· fit into your own little comer
(and I do mean little corner) of the world.
How to avoid killing
your roommate
Drop/add session
The drop/add session is Dr. Scholl's
hottest sales day.
On-January 10, a huge line, which soon
turns into the most orderly of mobs, will·
,.form outside the gym. Since the session
,'starts at 1 p.m., 'people will begin
wandering past' the (IoorsaboQtijoon .. _.
,.:,In this caSc, early birds do rlotgetthe
Sardines. If the· class •youneedaridsiJriply
mustbave before yourlifeis to be fulfilled ..
'has ()ruytwo openingS;go ahead and sitiD .
the .snow and watch YOU1joerUills iurriblue ..
_ ..If tltc.re' ~ qui~ea(ew oJ'Cnings, go later
,when the mob is down wa. few thousand,
and save yourself soine feet,stompinp and
circula.tion. pI:oblemsthat_ma)' last for
months." .,. - , .
by Edith Decker
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.Surviving Saga' "
.~.
missions into enemy territory
in search of captives (glasses
of Coke and bowls of Jello.)
When you break
your pinkie'
Now that youare far from'
home, and your mommle isn't ,
here to spoon-feed you chicken
noodle soup when you have a ,
sore throat or to rush you to the
hospital when you slip on the ice
and break yourpinlcie, 'you
need to know about the .
Student Health
Services.
It is locat~'at
210j UnIVersity
Dr;, the gray-brick,.
round-comered jobbie.
'The stilfftherecan han-."
dlephysicals (for you -
wboinsist.9,D,. aqu.s.i~g· ,.
yoUr bodieS with .caffeine, .
pizza and mid-term binges),
mlnor"cosmetiC ..surgery
'(be~ter leffunconimentCdon),
, 'injuries· (her:e'S.· where :the·
'pinkie comes in), and small casts .
See SURVIVING on page 9
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After you graduate, get the kind of responsibility you deserve.
Get immediate deciSion-makin~. ~
authority together withthe . .,;
kind of technical tr~ining.and . ~::~
management expenence that --~" t-J I'
add~ up to a successful career. f.=~~ t. ~( -. ,rd-:':~'.~
Choice management open- "..' ..........A rs: .' .) i'
ings are ~aiting .f.ory?U in ....:?:;: ..:~. '~" ' -\.G\ -C.~. iIl?......./,f f
~Iectromcs, engmeenng, >~:- _-: •.:~ .'~----: -. /
mventory control, purchas- ; ". ,I r : /' / .
.ing, personnel administration, --:._-C-' , -. ~ • .
. .syst~.~s analysis, and similar fields.' tr~.
j/- ~
The benefits you get are outstanding: 30 days' paid vacation earned
each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance and tax-free
allowances. .
,I"'.,
\
Get a full year of The
University News for $10.
Allow 2 weeks for delivery.
The University News, 1910
University Drive, Boise,
Idaho,83725.
Name: _
Address:,_-'-- _
Qty: -------'--
St. 7Jp__
.;
HAPPy \
HOa.'o~'lS~)
!
1--__ . '-\. ~
The requirements are simple: you must have a BS/BA, be no more
than 34 years of age, pass aptitude and physical examinations, qualify
for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen.
If you're interested in gaining managerial responsibility, fast, call the
Naval Management Programs Office:
.The Navy Officer Information Team will be at the
Placement Center December 8th fromvam ..4pm or call
toll ..free 1..800 ..547 ..2024 .
.Get Responsibility Fast. )
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:T,Jte'State Board of Education failed, to
complete approval of a: comprehensive
funding allocation 'program for Idaho's
universities,' following' its meeting at, BSU
on Dec. 5-6;,
k follow-up meeting Dec. 13 'is
expected to complete the process.
The complicated .allocations .formula
bases" funding ona variety' of factors,
foremost among them being the types of"
courses _offered at each university. Scienti-:
fk and technical classes are proposed to'
receive greater funding alfocations thim;
liberal arts classes. for example. A total of
$59 million is involved in the allocation
process.
The overall plan received limit;d
endorsements from the three, university
presidents, with each criticizing some
.. ,IlQuJon.of .the.plan.hut all agreeing that no
university was going to, get everything it
wanted. ,
The' areas that came under the greatest
consideration, funding for academic pro-
grams and research, will be addressed
during the meeting today.
BSU President Dr. John Keiser claimed
the controversial allocation plan would' fail
to fund BSU at a level comparable to the
other universities on a per-student basis.
The state board did approve portions' Of
the formula dealing with public service,
library services, student services, physical
plant and general administration funding,
and inter-collegiate athletics and student
aid. pation and' industrial' plant maintenance Idaho. The task force's report will 'be
The board also approved an expansion of . programs. _ '_ , submitted in April. -, J' ~
BSU's vocational-education programs that In a related matter, the board created a ' - ,.,'~, ~;
will serve up' tol~ stuaentsbnhe'Nampa" "IS:merilbet':i'aSk forccno"stUdy"'tl1e' voca~~ --:-",' " ,., -' , ., .... .,."
area. The expansion Involves office, occu- tionaleducationalneeds'ot'southwest
Mr. Bunderson, indePendent uliivwty audItor,'dIscusses aucJiOeportsWith members of'
the State Boai'd of Education. Ph~to by-RUsSP. Markus ':, ..' ' , ,
Cold--drillEXTRA tackles issues
Richard G. Butler is the white suprem- I curricula with creationism.
,,'; .acist's address to the Idaho State Legis- "Imitation of Science," by George Jacox
'Iature, opposing the harassment bill which from BSU,provides a balance of opinions
Cold-drill EXTRA, a tabloid "maga- was passed during the' 1983 legislative of the subject of creationism by responding
paper," is .the second spin-off to _be ' session. The billmakes harassment a higher to the .fundamentalist view of evolution.
released from the 1984 edition of cold-drill, level offense. "A Positive Word About Porno-
BSU's award-winning literary magazine. "Book Censorship in Idaho Public graphy," by Dr. Lonnie Willis, is a
Joining an alretldy released 3-D comic Libraries" and three shorter sub-articles' scholarly article on .the advantages of
, book, the 28 page magapaper is a forum for are the culminating efforts of Tom pornography.' Martin, says that Willis's
issues important to Idaho in the 19805, ' article will occupy the tabloid's centerfold.
according to its editor, Brad Martin. 'Martin designed the graphic aspects of
,Martin is a former cold-drilland Universit)' , cold-drill' EXTRA with Sally Spiker,
News editor. director of ,BSUPrinting and Graphic
the ruSt edition of cold-drill,EXTRA Services.
, contains eleven articles. Some topics are: EliOboler, the former head librarian at
the personal views of a white supremacist, Idaho State University, wrote the last
, the scholarly work or' a BSU professor, article; "Free Flight Fantasy on Censor-
censorship, rape, and creationism. ' ship," shortly before he diedin the summer
"We wanted a forum for controversial of 1983. According to Trt1l!ky and Martin,
issues presented by people identified with Oboler was a staunch opponent of censor- ,
those issues," Martin says. "We have a full ship in' any form. ,
range of articles in areas we are interested ' Cold-drill EXTRA will be available
in seeing people respond to." throughout the state and Martin hopes it
"We are here to discuss openly and fairly will be asprlngboard for people' to think
issues about Idaho," says Tom Trosky, .about the issues it-covers.' Trosky is also
, faculty advisor to cold-drill and innovator) hoping that English teachers will want to
of both the 3-D comic and the tabloid.' '" use the "mll8llpaper" as a classroom tool
"The idea behind ,cold-drillEXTRA is" to get students thinking about current
reallysuinmed up by the masthead quote issues important to Idaho.' ,
which we took from The Screwtape Letters . ,Although the 1983-sciedition is not yet
by C.S: Lewis," Martin says.: BradMartla, editor, of cold-drill EXTRA. ,'off the presses, Trusky has already begun
"This young apprentice devl1 is writing , Photo by IUJthIeea Kohlwey, " work on a second edition of EXTRA.
to his uncle, an older, experienced devil,: Trusky'sresearch grant on censorship in Articles in the works include a photo
and he SayS something like 'you' must have' Idaho libraries in the 19705., essay called "Ghosts of, Idaho Ghost
'a lot of fungoingto,eartb and putting Trusley, ali asso'cilite, professor of Towns" by architect Ernest Lombard, an
siriful ideas into people's minds,' and the 'English, gives an overView of the situation, essayby Lana Turner on her early years in
older devil replies, 'I do some of my best, studies atypical ldaholibrary, looks at the - Idaho, and a sto~ onPOet Ezra Pound by
work by keeping, ideas out of people's treatment of one case of censorship,and his daughter, Pr1ncess Mary de Rachewiltz.
minds.' ,,' ,,', rmal1y compares how the subjeetofsexual , Cold-drillEXTRA will be available Jan.
TriJskYsayS;thephilOsophyof~ld-drill 'education was'treated in 'two Idaho I, '1984,iiltheBSU BOokstore priced
EXTRA is to "allow people aJorum to win libraries"".'"", ' ,,' separate1yatS). It will be a part of the 1984
over the audience or bang themselves." i" "The TciXtbook ,CoveruP'" Written by- "issue 'of cold-drill when', 'the ,literary
TheC()versto~;"R8peinIdaho,'" was, ILeallCoash,deals'\Viththe iSSue of magazine COmesout inMarch. ' ,
wr.itten~bYicOrd~drlfl co;editot>Janice; creatioiUsm;: ~ "it a liuinanist con- ' " ,StudenrCo-editoi'SJanicePavlic; and
Pavlic. It takes 'a sCholarly'and phil6- --spiracy, according to Martitt ' -RUSs Markus have 'started selectins poetry
sophical apprOach to theeffeet of the Coashisamembcir;of,the Snow Bowl submitted to cold-dri/l:,The deadHtie for
, W~, , ern rn,entil1ity on t1i!l iss,u,eofrape ,inChapCI,"ajUn:~talisfchUrch near ,su,bmissi,0, itS to" co1<,'d, '.:drillis Dec, • U. 1,983.
,Idaho.,·· -Cas~~.:S~'Il'd,~ mo~(to:ieplaceI?orJnbreinforiDiltioJi call the BSU~
,'.'Honorab,le t1ie):vo~utioll~rf'th~~~;public'sch~L "dCpartmeIJt:Ilt311S~I999._ ..'
;"",,'-' '-_..I.,~..".~..-,,<.: ,:",_; .• ;-_~.>_, . .-~.-~.,.,_:-:" .... _. • _.< ••• ..). _,,;; •• ; • ...,.,',', ~".'
by Villerie Mead
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50% buyback on'BSU bopks
bjKdIY Everitt
T1re untvemiy News
The BSU boobtore is ptq:Jaring. to
handle the crush tba1 comes ead1)~ as
the .fall semester ends and the spring
semester begins.
Approximately-one-third of alI the
textbooks sold last. semester will be bought
bad: by the bookstore, most of them next
week ~hen special buy-back tables "in be
set up in the SUB lobby. .
Some books, dropped by professors
from their curricul.um, will not. be bought
back, and some students either svoap their
books or decide to keep them, according to
Bill Barmes, manager of the bookstore.
But, in comparison to national averages,
Barmes says, the BSU. bookstore buys back
a huge number of used textbooks, primarily
because the prices offered for bU)iIad:s are
generally considerably better than most .
university bookstores.
Barmes says the bookstore will buy back
a textbook scheduled to be used next
semester for 50 percent of its "new" retail
-price, Used textbooks are then resoJd for 75,-
percent of the "new" book price.
"Our buyback policy is pretty .reason-
able." Barmes says, "and that helps to
keep complaints down to ~uch less of what
they are at other universities.
"Say you buy a book from us in the fall
that's $10 retail. You buy it used for $7.50
and then sell it back to us next week for 5S.'
The usc of the book has only cost you
$2.50. And that's not bad."
Barmes says that about half of all the
textbooks sold at the bookstore are used,
compared to a national used textbook sale
rate of 10 to IS percent •.
The bookstore offers a buy-back service
throughout the year but sets up its special
tables during final exams week, when most
books arc returned.
For students who think they can get a
better price, the Inter-Fraternity Council
also will be holding its co-op book sale on
the second floor of the SUB this week.
·Books students sell are taken on a
'consignment basis.
For students who want a head start to
avoid the rush to buy next -semester's
books, many already arc on the shelves or
will be soon, Barmes says. the bookstore
. asks professors in October to submit titles
of the books they will usc next semester,
and by now "we know 9S percent of what
will be used. We don't have it all in stock,
but the orders are in and we're establishing
"
l.
.\
j~ I I
SWAGGER' by BOTANY
Dacron cotton
trench coat
with zip out
'pile liner
Regulars
and Longs
$10000
"
'.
buy-back lists' now."
The bookstore will be open throughout
ChristmaS, but the special sale tables mthe
Boisean Lounge on the first floor of the
SUB will be closed Dec. 16. -
The sale tables in the Boisean and in the
bookstore itself provide a service to
students that Barmes is pleased to offer.
"We like to give students an opportunity to
buy good books at a good price," he says,
adding that the special sales also add
interest in the Community.
The sale tables feature books returned to
publishiDg houses by retail bookstores.
Some are marginally damaged or missing
dust covers. AlI are offered at e:xcelleni
prices, \\ith many books that normally
retail forv.-ell over510 selling for under $1.
The bookstore is an auxiliary enterprise
owned by the university. wbid1 under State
Board of Education roIes must be self
supporting.
Besides selling books. the bookstore also
offers SUPPlies. computers and computer
software and an expanded sekction of .
clothing.
"We tty to emphasize students and meet
their needs," Barmes says.
CHRISTMAS ISCOMING!
SoRemember ... 'SHIRIS+-
WANTS YOU
To Have aMerry ChristmasTHE
MAIL
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UPSDrop
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NURSES,
PUT YOUR PROFESSIONALISM
IN A NEW PERSPECTIVE.
New experiences; new duties, learning new aspects of your
nursing profession. These are all a part of serving as an officer in
the Army Reserve.
You 'U serve one weekend a month and two weeks during the
year with a local Reserve unit earning $2.200 or more per year to
start. Licensed BSNs and 3·year certificate nurses with at least 12
months' experience are eligible:
A whole fresh new outlook once a monthcouldbe good for
you. Give us a calli. Call Sgt. Marshall or Sgt. Downun coUectat
(801) 524-4568.
~YRESERVE. BEALL yOU CAN BE.
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,(;t£CW0%JDlf') ld~o's leading health foodstore
ec.NutRiTlfjN -Vitamins, Herbs, Proteins
-.~, \. . -Skin and HairCare .
':1If !: .' 'I' :~=~Bar&Fro;enYogurt .
/ .• ' -: I ',t,' -.Andmuchmore .
· . ~ , ....... ,.~_ ..,"" .- --- -.. ---~-- ----.
"Natural Foods' Karcher Mall .
for a Healthier You"
10370 Overland
376-8484
Mon-Tues-Fri...-, 1..0..9
Wede'Thurss Sat - 10..6'- .
Sun s- 12..5
flB~UU)EO i ~I]~PUTBU]
We have: Franklin . ;
Commodore 64 ',.v .
•. -,." .. ·c <"-Atatid"): ""~ ... '. '. .
. ''''' •• -r, ,t., '."" . r
......Texas Instruments f
and softwqr~.for a~lmodels,in stock 1
Also:400 rental movies and VCRs t
KarcherMaH (Nampa)&' .
Albertson~;:Mkt Place( 1732W. State):" 'I
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: TAKEABREAKFROMSHOPPlNGAT.:·
!."-:~~. .'If('" POJO'S,PU.'..RPLEii.~.r~·· PONY. I· , ..i ..Stop inand have a fresh ..baked cookie i'
i and beverage atPojo's Purple Pony i
• •i ..Try our fresh taffy (which is a great i
! Christmas gift along with all the other. !
: .'. ') .: Items In our store. :• • •
: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• B••••••••••••••••••••••••• :
THE PRETTIESTTOPS·
TO GIVE OR GET
reg. 15.q<>-17.00
Softly brushed acrylic knit tops in fresh pastels
or white add a festive look to your holidav
wardrobe. Sizes S-.'v1-l and 38' to 46. . .
20 % off all regular
priced g~\\i!is~'.:'
This mOt1th's.specials,!"~'··' f
are a perfect m(itch!". " ''., '.
. ··j,YnU·Tt:houmllo'lml'rt:ss the wornan in
~-::'\'Hui:·lit-;;\d)i.·ll\:0(1 ~i\'l- her.tlus .... ~ ':... .
.. :.- .. : '. '0' .'......... ": id-',:".., . .,.. ".' iamon .-
solitairt: r~nJant or t:arrin~s inn "Jrat"
!!oIJ. For each is not only beautiful. hUI
also heautifullv priced, So:~:ou can .,' , . .
aiiilrJ 10 ~i\'C herboth as a sd~ :\nJthl'~··n;:'.· .:
.only two irom nurrnagniticent cllllt:clIon. ZALES
, Student accounts available I h,·ll',lIn"".t -.t"h·.
,--I:", .111 \lIl1 Ih"'dlu t...IUH" ; ..
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; If you thought that with finals almost out
of the way that you might go out and find
some Christmas work, think again, "Most
of the Christmas hiring is done with for the
year," said Jack Klekamp, director of
. outside student employment. According
to him; most places hire their seasonal help
by the first part of November. Klekamp
says that UnitedParcel Service hired close
to 40 students from BSU for seasonal work.
UPS's seasonal work generally lasts from
two to three weeks.
According to Klekarnp, the Post Office
also hired some seasonal help,but. not as
much as in previous seasons. He says that
students who are now just starting to look
for temporary work through the holidays
are a little late, but that occasionally some
jobs still come through the Outside Student
Employment Office. "They just need to
keep checking back," he' said.
The retail market has traditionally been a
market of demand during the holiday-
-season GUT;- according -toKrekamp-and
authorities at the job services, retail stores
aren't hiring outside for seasonalhelp like
they used to. Lu McChellaofjob services
says he thinks its because many of the .
store's current employees are working
part-time and not full-time as in past years.
"I think that most places have elected' to
give their present employees more hours
instead of giving temporary employees the
hours, "he said.
Joy Bursemeyer, community service and
development director for the Salvation
Army also reports that they've done all
their hiring for seasonal workers. Accord-
ing to Burserneyer, the Salvation Army
does employ their bellringers for the
Ask· Santa···'fo.r,ChristmCl~...•breals..J~q
ch~is~m~ se~on but that the forty who
were hired' for the Boise area were chosen
by the· first of November. Bellringing is
difficult, .says Bursemeyer, and you can't
exactly' .understand how .difficult until
you'vedone it. This season's bellringers are
: a mixed crop of people, from high school
students to people in their 50's. "We. have
one person in their 15th season of
bellringing for us," she said. Bursemeyer
says that they consistently have an overflow
.of applicants for the temporary jobs.
'Ralston .Barnhart, personnel director of
The Bon Marche in Boise said that he had
no.problems hiring a Santa Claus for his
store, "We don't have to advertise," he
said; "They come in here." According to
Barnhart it wasn't hard to pick the store's
Santa Claus for this season., "He came
equipped with his own beard and it's real."
According to Barnhart, he looked just like
the real McCoy. Not only did this store's
Santa Claus have his own beard, he came
with his own ready-made suit. Ed Hurtle,
the man behind the beard and suit, says
that Santa Claus was not something he had
thought he'd ever be doing. According to
65-year-old Hurrle, his daughter made
him the red velour suit and talked him into
it.
Hurrle says the biggest prerequisite for
being a Santa is really loving the kids. One
thing he warns other prospective Santas
against is making sure that you don't
promise them everything. Hurrle says that
he's got lots of little ones coming in asking
for Cabbage Patch dolls, definitely a- tall
order to fill, even for Santa. Through his
new-found life at the Bon on weekends,
Hurrle says that he's been asked to make
appearances elsewhere in Boise. Could it be
a whole new Career for him? According to
him, probably not, but he did say that if
by Kelly Love
The University News
Art Yensen, Santa Claus at Karcher Mall,lIstens to youngster's Christmas wishes. Photo by
Teresa Tamura. . .
you're going to be a phony, then you've seasonal job hunters, there. is hope. The
got to act the part. Boise State University Bookstore put out a
Editor's note: Murphy's law 2333. After sign for help wanted last Tuesday night.
.an article has been put to bed and all tucked Maybe there is a Santa Claus after all?
in something will change. For discouraged
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FORA NEWSPAPER?"
The University News is now accepting applications fo~
Editor Layout
Ad sales Writers
Typesetters
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We'IFfrain'
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CarollMeyer has been, teaching, piano
here for 3S years. He has been here longer
than any other professor; The U~iversity
News editor Josephine Jones interviewed
bini two weeks aHerbis faculty recital,
'where' he ,played a program of Chopin,
captivating his ,audience 'with his accom-
plished performance. '
Some people strike way off the keys and to
me that's a wasted motion. There are many
theories on it.
Q: What do you find most rewarding about
teaching?
A: 1 think the most, rewarding, thing is
seeing students improve. Sometimes I do
'get a little gratitude. Just aboutwitlrevery •
student who comes in I have to reconstruct
Q:Wbat, w~~~J~oior,CoUegel1ke' what they've. been doing and work along a,
.when you started teaching here in 1948? certain path. I've had people tell me how
A: There was theadministration building, much it's means to them. I had a man come'
, the music bUildihg' ,and the ~1d wooden back with his wife and children this fall, it's' '
: gymnasiwn.in,~(r()llt of ,ani'· studio tbe probably' twenty years ago he was a
, whole,e~P-aDS~to.*llstreet wasn't in lawn; 'student, and said one of the high points of
· ·We di(fu't'haveenQU8b, money to put', hi his life were his piano lessons. And he's just
fu.wnc:·,.:" '," '~",;: ' doing Itas a hobby, , ,
· Q;\V~·itdjfferentw~e~·BSU was BJe?, We've had a few kids win contests.
:' A:The placehas:"goften' so big. and , 'A student has. toworkand I try to offer
impersonal. I used ~()knoweveryone 10 the ,'pretty direct guidance, I don't feel that
faculty." " ' " ' . ..'students coining here, or practically any-
, Q: How did the faculty feel about. what ': place, are' coming to a' teacher' unless they",
: . they were d.olng the~u:opposed to no",?, expect to'get some-help. I show them how
A:I think mostof.'i\.1eJri were happy. We to play the pieces asI would do it, and I
, used tohave~gettoiethers'up in McCall. hope 'they learn something from it. After
: We used to have faculty picnics. It seemed they master that, ~hey go ,OD to another' ,
· 'like a closer-knit-group. I don't pretend to "stage.,Ido!i'tdepend' on too much
, , know half of the people in the faculty now. abstractions in teaching until we get the
President Chaffeewasknown to, walk _thing moving. you have to havesomefirm
right into my room without announcing; "f!Jundatlon, T!iere are rules in mosic,basic
himself. - -rul~-well-as-any other-art-thee-we-e
Once, on a very hot morning in the seldom violate.
summer it was stagnant in the rooms. Q: What do you think of BSU as a school
, When i came to school at 7 or 8 in for performing musicians? '
. ' the morning the windows in my studio were A: Of course we don't have the reputation
open. ,of a big school or the name. I'm trying to
Guess who did it? President Chaffee. I do the best I can. We have many, but I have
couldn't believe it. I'd mentioned the heat one student right now who just won the
to him. It was a little different atmosphere. State Music Teachers Association Contest
then. for Collegiate Artists yesterday. He's going
But this is normal I guess, when you get to the division,and he's done this for
this big.', several years-Jerry Jensen. I feel that he's
Q: What were the students like? doing as well ,here as he probably could
A:They weren't much different than they most places. .
are today . You always have a few good Q:How will moving to the Morrison Center
ones and some who aren't so good. The ,affect you and the Music department? '
place seems to be getting so crowded now A: It's another half mile on, my bicycle.
everyone seems to be vying to everyone (laughs.) You mean the big hall? Our
else's time, but we had those problems at facilities' over there probably won't make
the junior college, too. all that much difference. I'll probably never
Q: What do you teach? play there because of what it would cost. I
A: Just piano, mostly individual lessons. understand the large ensembles are going to
I have a piano class for beginners on the use it. We just have a small recital hall that
electronic piano. I teach a class in piano seats about 180 people. -I don't know
pedagogy-how to teach piano. It's a whether the building itself will attract
survey of materials at different grades and' students. The reputation of the teachers
how to teach those. and, perhaps, of the department as a whole
Q: Do you have a specific method of is the greater attraction. '
teaching? For one thing, when we have a lot of
A: Yes, through the years I've done alot of piano majors we're going to have to have
experimenting. There area lot of ap- facilities with fine practice pianos.
proaches to the piano and it's pretty hard to Q:Is that In' the plans. for the Morrison
get any two teachers to agree on very much. Center? , '
The mechanics are the limiting thing':""some A: No, I don't think so. Not grand pianos
people think you should strike the note, anyway.
some people want a high wrist, some a low Q:What do you say to, students who are
wrist, and so forth. We're in' a scientific interested in performing professlon~ly?
age, people know more about the instru- A:No, the money in performance, I mean,
ment and the human body. What I.'m tryi,ng this is like every drama student wanting to
to do is work along natural lines avoiding become a movie. star. The practical future is
the unnecessary motions. It goes the way in teaching. Many people feel that a person
you think-if you don't think along certain is much more useful being a performer and
lines it isn't stable, it changes.all the time. I teacher in his own community rather than
try to emphasize to my students at least the trying to be' the greatest in the world.
idea of control. We try to analyze that, and Doctors don't try to be of service to the
realize what sensation a person has -and community. There seems to be a tendency
where that takes him. Theylearn to express in this kind of thing to want to outdo our
themselves after they learn the basics:-how ourselves in contests. I would not en-'
to make. it as easy and efficient as possible. courage anyone to make all their plans on
,l
';
Pi',ofessor ClJrrol Meyer demonstrates a piano piece for associate' teacher Nancy Galv,in.
Photo by Russ P. markus : .
performance or winning contests. I have
one girls, she's 32 now, 'Paula Ennis, who'
gave a Carnegie Hall recital a couple of
, years ago. She is the only one of my
students who's done anything like that. But
, she' makes her living by teaching; She has
an agent and does performances. I have no
idea how. much she realizes from per-
forming. She's in an arei-Massachussets,
'New England-where you can get around
arid arrange for things like that.
, Q:As a'performer, what do "you like to
play?
A:I played all Chopin the other night: Lfeel
that performers should be able to play all
different kinds of music. I'm not heavy on
some of the contemporary stuff. But, that's
my only regret-not doing more with my
performance time because I'm working so
hard. Because that's a personal accomplish-
ment. Sometimes things get in the way
when you only play once a year.
Last year I playedln the SPEC center
and it came off much better. .
Q: You were mentioning earlier that you
, can hear yourself In ,the SPEC center?
A:I think the acoustics' are wonderful.
when a performer can hear himself on the
stage I With the piano, see, your touch and
your sound, everything is an auditory art.
You get what you hear. I'm not so
insensitive that I can keep performing well,
just to gO through the motions. You don't
get any feedback in a place like where we
were last night. (the Music Auditorium in
the Music Building) particularly, when it's
full of people. Those 90 pound fiberglass
flats, there's still a lot hanging on the sides,
and they have them on the back walls so
there's so sound reflection.
Q:What'sthe 'personal reward' of per-
formance you mentioned?
A:I think feeling improvement and being
able to express myself musically. Trying to
improve myself technically as well.
. Q:Do you always comlPit performances to'
memory?
A:Thisis traditional, for piano. It's a
different ball game getting up there without
the music. If you get a little on edge or a
little fatigued, which was the, case the other
night, no matter how well you know that
stuff, things can happen, The only thing
that really happened to me was not too
serious and I tried to smooth them over.
I've seen people who really don't know the
piece they're doing, they're just depending
,on reflexes from their practice. They run
off the stage. I've seen it, I know it can
happen. You can be so apprehensive before
you can hardly sit on the seat. It's even with
a seasoned performer getting up, there's
always a ,little aspect of fear or appre-
hension. When you play once a year .. .! try
to lose myself in the music and do the best I
can:
I ~ould have played an easier program
which wouldn't have been any challenge
and there couldn't have been possibly
anything that would've gone wrong. But
I'm always trying to learn new things,
trying to solve problems that would be
problems for almost anyone. Some things
are very difficult. ,
I was kind of hoping that I was going to
bring down the house, I really felt I was in
good form. You practice a little hard and
get a little overtired •.When you play once a'
year you get a little apprehensive about it. I
could probably sit down and play that
program this afternoon without having
touched it for a couple of weeks as well as I
did the other night. You don't forget things
that easily.
Editor's note: After the interview as I
walked Mr. Meyers through the maze of
hallways on the secondjloor of the SUB. he
said '!You didn'task me what my hobby is.
I raise horses on about 5 arcres of land in
EaSt Boise. I love horses, and Istarted as a
stable boy. Takingcareo[ them keeps me in
shape. One day, I was wal/fing along in my
old lJeot-up .hatQjt~rtaking.' care of the
hoTse.s.and.iJ littleboy<ppi'!t~clto mE! find
SQidtohis,:dod,~/.,ook,jhere goes a real
CowboY.~"'Mt';Mejiersml/ec/ ... Jtook it as
, a eomp/{11I'!'!I.'.... ,.,. - J
'., .-', " .
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Surviving-----
Continued from front page
(for those of you who think big).
Itwon't deplete your tight student pocket
, book because it's free. And you thought
only candy from babies was free.
Buying books
Now that you have your schedule, you -
move on to the tantalizing thought of
spending, your hard-earned dough on
volumes of weighty material, which you
know you probably will never read.
Since you don't want to look like a total
one-cell (that is, one grey cell), however,
The thing about college is that you can
wear anything that seems to you to be
spiffy.
This can run the gambit from three-piece
suits for frat freaks and the secretary look
for sorority girls, to purPle hair, green
suede shoes and every otheritem including
black, studded leather.
Of course,' an lrreplacable part of the
college student'S wardrobe is the multi-
purpose backpack: Indeed all college
students, wtih or without pack, have the
tell-tale backpack-shoulder-hitch. It usually
occurs in the right shoulder, which is held,
slightly' higher, than the other to hold the
backpack on. Remarkably, this pheno-
menon occurs whether or not the college
student has a pack on or not.
_' The neat thing in the college environmentI \\lith fashion is that even though you have
~I-.&'1u
Ji
-''---..;;...;.-,....--------'----'
'you will buy them anyway, in' hopes of 'I
reselling them to some other poor sucker at
the end of the semester.
YOli!ook'ai y'Ourschedule, It says E 102.
AbQYiLY-OlLthertLarC- ,,' •
precariously over your head. You don't
have your glasses on, so, you can't read
them. You try to wing it. The key here is
trYing to ascertain whether The Modern
_World, System is an economics book, a
science book, a sociology book or a welding
book. You decide to find your glasses.
, You locate English. Now to locate 102,
then the right iristructor. After 30 minutes '
you think you may have the right book.
Just your luck you find out the course has
eight books. Back to the shelves for the
other seven. Seven' more treasure hunts.
You call these a treasure?
When you're done with these ·you
suddenly find that you have six more
courses to worry about. . t
The real tear-jerker comes when you get
to the check stand. Never has so much been
payed so that so, few, (you) can experience
so much pocketbook pain. '
with its little tail .and your brothers and
sisters are mutil~ting one another in the
back seat, the histthing you'll probably ,
hear your mother say is,"Don't forget to
write." .,",',
If you do not write, your mother will
,'make you feel' guilty until you are 34 and
will never feed' you your favorite spinach
souffle again. Also, ,Uyou don't write
home, your dad will be mad at you because
you made your mother nervous,and he'll
make you chop all the wood for the winter .
or murder the chicken for dinner or, worse,
, pluck the stupid bugger.
The moral of the story is-write home.
When girls write home, they' tend to
favor cute stationary with little critters on
it. Boys write on anything white and
paper-like: envelopes, dirty napkins with-
mushroom sauce onthem, term papers not
worth framing.
An experienced mailman can easily tell
between mail frOIDgirls' and boys' dorms
bY checking out the staiionary •.
The professorial"
evolutionary ladder
What to wear, what to
wear
You will discover that professors are
another step up the evolutionary ladder of
teaching.
, If you're trying to figure out who is who
and what title means what, remember the
following order of things.
At the lowest end of the spectrum, we
have the ant. Next the freshman, the senior
interns,· instructors, .assistant professors,
associate professors, professors, saints, and
at the top we have God: When dealing with
professorial egos,' this chart comes in
handy.
See SURVIVINGOD page 10
r---....'---..........-----------~~c_----'"'I~ ,
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Wishesour supportersavery
,.MerrvChristmas
and a 'Happy New Year
purple fingernails, matching eyeshadow
,and spikes on your leather collar, people
still will speak to you as though you are a
human being.
. .. from the staff at KBSU
Writing home
As your parents'',jue pulling out of the
parking lot imdyour dog waves. goodbye
Here's away
youcantrinlYQur".,
localphone bill.
Ifyou don'tuse your phone very much, youmay be
able to save on your local phone bill with Measured
Service. Because this optional service can let you pay
just for how much you use your phone. And still
give you full-time phone service when you need it.
Here's how.
Youjust pay a low monthly rate for your
telephone, and of course there's no charge for the
calls you receive. How much more you pay depends
on how many calls you make. How long you talk
during each call. And the time of day that you call.
So if you don't use your phone very often, Measured
Service can probably save you money.
If you're interested in getting Measured Service
for your home, call your service representative for
more information on cost and availability.
So your bill won't be any bigger than the talk-
ing you put into it.
ForthewayyouUye.
"@
Mountain Bell
) .
:,
!
I
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I
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Survivlng-' --- ..........
Continued from page 9
Professors come in all types. There are '
the often-characterized 'absent-minded
ones, the not-so-often-admitted-tol-don't-
, talk-to-peon types, and preferable down-
to-campus types who undersand schedules,
lower mentalities, zits and other facts of
life.' '
Check out a professor before you
commit yourself to what 'could be a
confusing, frustrating several months.-
Though .some may hedge, everyone has
an opinion about every professor they've
ever had to deal with.
101 excuses
As you go through life you won't do
some of the things that you are supposed
to, or you will do 'them late., '
In this event; the powers t11at be, will
demand some sort of an explanation before
they paddle your hands with 'a ruler' and
send you back to your respective station
in life. '
If you do not have an excuse, you will
be either 'flayed alive or, strung up the
flagpole by your rear belt loop as an
example to, the other peons. This is not'
good. '
You need, therefore, a list of excuses that
'you can commit-to. riie~ory, catalog and
pull out at will ''to satisfy the vengeful
three-piece-suit and glare-over-the-spec-
tacle people of the world. " "",.
I) I swear to you it's oil mydesk at home.
-don'ts for those' unexperienced ,in college
2) I'malmost finished. (We all know this
one's bogus. You still have ten pages to
'type.)
3) I think I'll let Professor Shickelgruber
field this one.
4) I live in Montana and icouldn't make
it back in time. Don't try this one in July.
6) Ihad it finished and then ...
This' excuse can have variable endings.
Among them are: "my mom put it in the
bird cage;" "I spilled oatmeal on it;" "my_
.cat shredded iUnto confetti in honor of
New Year's;" or the ever-popular, "May- '
nard was, 'proofreading it when he dis-
appeared withmy Malt-O~Meal'"
Hownot.toimpress the
good doctor I
There, are certain things that will not
impress and could very well annoy your
near-saintly professor. Here isa list of
classroom etiquette. '
Don't put on your coat and start pulling
zippers (yours or anybody 'else's) three
minutes before class is over;
Don't look at the professor at the end of
ari exceptionally trying lecture (for the
professor) with the "I don't know what the
hell you're talking about" look.
Don't ask your professor to dismiss class
early sciyou can catch the first five minutes
of General Hospital to find out whose baby
k~der4 ,
Don't wear your watch with the alarm
that plays twleve cute little songs 'in the
middle of class.
Do hot ask your professor what he/she
was like when they were young.
}Vhen you miss class do not say, "I'm
not missing anything important, right?"
Do not read "Motocross Quarterly" 'in
your English Lit class.
, Do not yawn and put your head down on
'the desk unless absolutely necessary and
then never in the front row-s-toe gauche.
Crinsider the bright side
If you weren't at college being educated
for life, drinking beer, throwing up, smiling
a lot in desperation and having a general
good time,' you would be back home.
You see there are some good points to
this college-or-bust, stuff.
, You could be enjoying a mutual-
mutilation society with your brother and
sisters. .
You could be listening to your senior
biology, teacher explain pregnancy in ,
RESUMES
Impress them with style
• 100% Cotton
• Classic laid
• Linen
.f.
1
,1 •~
~ •
,~ •
Then again, you could be eating mom's
apple pie, watching Rover" chase the cat
around the barn and going to the prom for
a big evening out. What are you doing here
anyway??
................... -
-.....~~t" .... r , •
monotones.'
,J: f{AVEN'r iWlA6H1'
A~r TIIAT••• IAlHAT
AM :J:'V01N6. HE,RE?
, Phone Works
\.~MII~6416 Fairview
322·7811
'Expert Service
At'h the Cost!
-COMPARE-
v Wiring
v Repair
on most phones
v Decorator and
Standard Models
v Complete line of
,accessories
SaVe up to 50%
- over Min. Bell Costs
;:BBIUNI$
:_,:.,.,:~;~~.,,<.:, . .'. . .
~~;:;',?)ntrody~ingprofessional
~:->·-.·:~iti·~:,·,:~,_, " -.~._:.~.
movi{'lg service for less than
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WINTER •• N
,AW NUTS1BE.TTY,
THERE'S NOTHING'
FUN TO DOl
•
WRONG} BILl.!. THIS
GUIDE (~ CHOCK
FULL ·OF. ·WINTER FUN
lOEA~! /'rv-·_-.....;....~
GUIDI TO
WINTI.FUN
'.' . ecognizing aneroko~g our
readers fora means of com~. .
. '. batting holiday boredom, The
UniversityNews responds with this,
the first ever "Guide,to Wmter Fun."
This special pullout section provides
a comprehensive view of what we ..
consider to be the best inChristmas
break entertaiIimenC .". ..•... :
Since this issue of The University
News will be on the stands for five
weeks we have substituted this. special .. ' .i
.'.pullout for.our weekly "Out & . / .. ' .. ' .
. 'About" section. The events ina
. usual.'~Out &Abo~t!~~oll1d'be ..
outdated fora mon~ compared to .
. the longer lifespan Qfthc"Ouide to .
,WinterFun ...'~.•",:';: •.'.•.•~...•.J •...•.......•.•.•.<
i',' ':WepopeyouWillpullit9utand
"CiJijoY'itfor the enureChristmas -,
\K~~Y~01~~H;\~4~~~r~;~i~tk...
'.'. " -'>.' -,"
I ,
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}
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Holiday bar hopping
by Kelly Love
The University News
includes aMonday night football special of
$1 chili dogs and SO-cent Bud drafts.
Tuesday night is wine lovers night.
Customers get a free cheese and fruit plate
with any purchase of chenin blanc wine.
Wednesday night is business card night,
with one free well drink in exchange for a
business card. Thursday night is ladies'
night, with all well drinks $1. Friday is .
doubles night-all margaritas and bloddy
Mary's $2.75.
Monday through Friday the Sandpiper
also features free hors d'oeuvers from 5 to
6p.m.
This is a classy place. It has free mints by
the door.
Pengilly's, at 5th and Main Streets, is a
historic restoration of a saloon in the Old
Boise motif. Pengilly's has a large regular
clientele. Manager Peter Pengilly says 'that
the bar's patrons span all ages. "It's been
our bread and butter, have the variety, " he
says.
Pengilly's music is a mixture of country,
folk and jazz. EveryMonday night,
Pengilly's has a songwriters' showcase,
with all original music by area musicians.
Pengilly's will hostSusie Markley and
the Hired Hands, a country group from
Stanford, Idaho, on Dec. 13-17. Dec.
20-31, the Bob and Bill Show will do its
thing at Pengilly's. Jay Robert Houghtaling
and Bill Lyles are the master behind this
duo that some Boise critics are calling
'unbelieveable' .
Tom Gralney's, at 109 S. 6th St., ,
downtown, is another local pub that I
found difficult, if not impossible, to get
into on weekends. It appears to be an older
'university crowd type of place. Average '
,drink prices run about $1.60, and drafts are
75-cents. During happy hour, from 5 to
'6:30 p.m., well drinks are $1, and drafts are
SO-cents.
From Dec. IS until the end of the year,
John Hanson and Richard Brotherton will
be playing at Torn Grainey's. The twosome
play contemporary folk and country music.
The French Quarter ,under Torn
Grainey's on 6th Street, is the newest
addition to Boise'snight spots. Bob
Bouchard, part-ownerof the new
establishment, has been a long-time
performer in Boise .'.'.
The club features dull-service,
ffee-standing island bar, with an elongated'
piano shape that seats around 2S people,
The main room was designed for "
recording-studio-quality sound and has a'
small dance floor in the corner.
<So far The French Quarter's authentic
~jun cuisine is served only for lunch, but
the club intends to start serving dinner
around the middle of December. Bouchard
performs six nights a week, Tuesday
through Saturday, and Ellis Woodwar4 is
performing Monday evenings through
December.
The elegant old Idanha hotel, atlOth and
Main Streets, houses Peter SChott's
Continental Restaurant and Lounge. Gary
Hughes, a jazz vocalist/pianist is
performing in the lounge Tuesday through
Saturday from 8:30 p.m, to 1 a.m,
Hughes also performs during Peter
Schott's happy hour from 5 to 6:30 p.m,
Free Hors d'oeuvres and two-for-one
drinks are offered during happy hour. If
you haven't experienced Peter Schott's yet,
do so. It offers class (even without mints)
and excellent jazz. For a sample of Peter
Schott's and vocalist Gary Hughes, you can
tune into KBSU on Thursday night and
catch Hughes' show broadcast live from the
club.
The club also offers dinner in its dining
room.
A popular target of the university
crowd's attention is the Ram Pub, at 1555
Broadway Ave. The Ram Pub has taped
music and a small dance floor. Manager
Steve Boltan says the pub's patrons vary in
age. During the daytime hours, local .
business people come in for the daily lunch
specials. The pub's evening crowd is
predominantly young. The pub's happy
hour runs from 4 to 6 p.m., with
two-for-one cocktails, excluding blended
and hot drinks.
Emerging on the nightspot scene is a new
idea with a farnililar name. The Club, at
100 S. 6th Street, under Jake's, will be
opening New Year's Eve and will offer a
video bar. Managers haven't yetdecided on
any other specifics, but the video bar will be
something to keep an eye on. Could be the
disco of the 80s. Stay Tuned.
.Rock'n'roll clubs
.For more hearty musical tastes, Boise
offers the following rock-n-roll clubs:
The Bouquet, at 1010Main Street, made
a Thursday night look like a Saturday
night. The place was hopping. Bouquet's
classic rock caters to Boise's younger set.
(19-30). One word of caution. This is
probably not the place to start a meaningful
relationship, unless you know sign ,
language. The music is loud but good ..
Antiques that date back to the original
bar, over a hundred years old, are
everywhere.
The Bouquet will hote theVarnetts, a
four piece group, Dec. 'H4, and the Hi
Tops will play Dec. 15-31. Cover charge is
$1 or $2, depending on the night. It's
definitely the place to go for some of
.Boise's best rock-n-roll, '
The Crilzy Horse offers Boise's'
progressive rockers some great music and
spirits. At 1519 Main Street, Crazy Horse
has a mixed group of patrons. Manager
Cathy Beard classifies the club as sound
'rockabilly, with a lot of progressive '
rock-n-roll. Mon'1ay's happy hour includes
$.50 Bud and Coors pitchers. Tuesday
nights, all animal drinks are $1. TheCrazy
Horse's entertainment willfeature TV
Decay on Dec. 13-17, and again Dee. 27-31.
The Cross Town's are tentatively scheduled
Dec. 20-24.
'Whiskey Rlver,415 g.9thStreet, is
another bar frequented by the younger set.
The musicis described as rambunctious
.s,&!i!ii
rock-a-roll by some and as more rock-country by .
others. Whiskey River does have a large dance floor
The bar itself is one of the largest in Boise.
Daily drink specials are 4:30'to 7:30 p.m. and are
different each night. Monday's includes 25-cent
drafts.
Tuesday night is ladies' night only, from 7:30 to 9
p.m, Ladies are charged a $2 cover for free beer and
well drinks. Men are admitted after 9p.m. and $1
Coors are served to both men and women.
Wednesday night, well drinks are 75-cents, and
Thursday night well shots 'and drafts are $1.
Ocean plays Dec. 9-14 and the Lights will play
from Dec. 26-31~ 111 -';i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
For those who aren'tquite rambunctious enough
to hit the rock-n-rollspots in town, but are not read:
to settle for relaxing listening music; Boise has a few
pop-mus!cdaricing establishments.
"There's no one place that you can go to all
the time/or great music. It's like a quest/or
thetunes,"--PatAlorr~on
Whether you're on a quest for the tunes
or simply looking for a relaxing spot to
combat those holiday blues, Boise does
have night spots to show you a good time.
The trick is to find the right places.
To help you find them, here's The
University News' long-awaited "Quest For
the Holiday Bars' Guide." We'lltell you
where the happy hours are, where the music
is, and more importantly, which places
have free mints near the door.
Misty's, at the Red Lion Motor Inn-Riverside, is
one of the last 'discos' in the area for adults. Misty'~
has taped music from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m, Monday
through Saturday and taped big-band music on
Sunday. Misty's cocktail hour is from 5 to 6 p.rn.
weekdays with free hors d'oeuvres. Most of Misty's
,music is Top-40.
, The'Rusty Harpoon in the Holiday Inn at 3300
Vista Ave. directs it music to a Top-40 audience as
well. Live entertainment will feature the Larry
Younger Band Dec. 12-18, and Unity Dec. 19-31.
The Rusty Harpoon's specials include a Monday
through Thursday happy hour.
, ,The Downtowner Lounge, in the Downtown Red
Lion Inn, features live bands that play Top-40 muss
Playing at the Downtowner through the NewYear
will be Trice. The Downtowner has its happy hour
from 5:,30to 6:30 p.m., with two-for-one drinks am
free hors d'oeuvres. Friday's special includes
steamed clams as appetizers .
The Mardi Gras, has gone the way of a private
club; though they do have two open parties
scheduled for the holiday season. The first is the
Basque Sheepherder party, Dec. 16. Admission is$oj
and basque dancers will perform a short exhibition.
OnNew Year's Eve, the Mardi Gras will host the
Kings of Swing, an 18-piece band playing musicof
the 194Os.Admission is $15 per person.
No-music fun spots
The following bars, while not having music and
dance floors, deserve attention as establishments of
good eats and drinks. All three are heartily
recommended. .
Although Angell's Bar and Grill, 999 Main Street
has no happy hour or regular specials, it is aver'!
handsomely furnished bar. It looks like some~hmg
out of a Gentlemen's Quarterly magazin:. Prices
range up to$1. 75 for well drinks. Free mints are by
the door.
Jake's, 100 Sixth Street, has a happy nour cauea
'Jake's Break', Drink specials range from $1.25for
margaritas to $2 for Electric Ice Tea from 4:30 to 6
p.m.-and 10 to 11 p.m, Appetizers are $1 and
according to Jake's manager, keep the place full,
Average prices are $1.75 for well drinks and $1 for
drafts. , " .
RedRoblQ, 211 W. Park Center Blvd., IS ~ fun
place for good eats 'and drinks. Happy hour IS
Monday through Friday from 4 to 6 p.rn. and
margaritas go for $1. Red Robin also has potato
skins with a stuffing station for $1. .
While this guide does n8t, of co~rse c?ver e;~~
drinking and eating establishment 10 BOise,w. t
hope it gives you a start. The rest of the quest IS up
you.
i2The University News Tuesday,r)ecember13;I?S3
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Country-folk bars
Boise has its share of quiet,
take-your-date-to- kind of bars, including
the Sandpiper, at the corner of 11th and
Jefferson Streets. The Sandpiper exudes
class. The music is mellow and the lighting
is dim. Manager Connie Brown says that
their musicians don't play really loud
rock-n-roll,
The crowd at the Sandpiper is diverse, '
with mostly younger people socializing
there on weekends. The Sandpiper's
entertainment includes Sites and Harding,
a mandolin-playing duo, appearing Dec.
13.17; Jeff Schaffer, on piano, from Dec.
20-24, and Alice Woodward, Dec. 27-31.
The Sandpiper has neither a cover charge
nor a dance floor. Their December menu
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For music lovers of a classical bent, concerts
abound during the holidays in variety, from folk
guitar to Tchaikovsky ballet.
The Boise Philharmonic will perform its annual
Christmas concert and an artists series concert
during Christmas break.
The Christmas concert will be held at St. John's
Cathedral at 3 p.m. on both Dec. 17 and 18. The
orchestra, with the Boise Master Chorale, will
perform Handel's Messiah.
The orchestra will also play Schubert'S Mass· in C
Major. Tickets are $3.50 to $9 and are available at
the Philharmonic office, 205 N. 10th St., suite 617,
and at the door.
Pianist David Bar-Illan will perform in recital with
the Philharmonic at Capitw High School on
Wednesday, Jan. 12. IIIan will play Schubert's
, Fantasy in CMajor, Pictures at an Exhibition by
Moussorgsky and selected works of Chopin.
Tickets for the artists series are $8 to $20 and are
_ available at the Philharmonic office.
The American Festival Ballet will perform
Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker on Dec. 27 and 28 at
Boise High School.
There will be three performances of the classIc .
Christmas ballet: at 8 p.m. on Dec. 27, at 2 p.m. and
8p.m. on Dec. 28. .
Tickets are $8 to $15 for adults and $4 to $15 for
children, depending Onseating and preference, .
Tickets are available at FirsfSecurity Bank and at the
Baza.ar at Hillcrest shopping center and at Westgate
mall. . .
Ros~lie Sorrels,folk singer and guitarist, wlll
perform Sunday, Dec. 18at the YWCA, 720 W.
Washington St. Admission is $4.50 for the general
public, $3.50for members of the Idaho Folklore
Society and senior citizens. . .
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Good skiing and snowmobiling weather
should prevail during Christmas break,
according to the National Weather Service
office in Boise.
. Renee Snyder, weather service spokes-
woman, says weather projections are for
-nearly normal temperature and
'precipitation levels during December,
January and February. Up-to-date snow
reports are available by calling 342-2100.
Snow is the catalyst for many outdoor
winter activities in Idaho:
All six lifts at Bogus Basin are in
operation daily from 9 a.m. to 4: 15p.m,
Night skiing is available on three lifts until
10 p.m. Lift ticket prices range from $16
for morning purchases to $11 for purchases
after 5 p.m.
Shuttle service to Bogus is available
Wednesday through Saturday at 9 a.m, and
5 p.m, departing from the skiers' parking lot
at the base of Bogus Basin Road. Round
trip cost is $6. .
The Idaho City vicinity is one of the best
areas for cross-country skiing. The Idaho
City Ranger Station maintains 14
cross-country ski trails that range from
beginning to advanced levels, from 1.7 to
18miles and from 3D-minute outings to
day-long adventures. Ranger Don Fuller
said in a phone interview last week that all
the trails are open, but added that trail
grooming has not started .
..~~..". - ...',~·f.... ~.
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The Forest Service Park and Ski program
for cross-country skiersenacted this year by
the Forest Service, requires the purchase of
five dollar stickers for parking at the .
Whoop-urn-up, Banner Ridge and Gold
Fork trails all near Idaho City. Stickers
may be purchased at the Outdoor Activities
Center in the SUB, at Sunset Sports and
High Country Sports. .
Kay Shiepan, Forest Service
representative in Boise, says Park and Ski
sticker program revenues will fund the
plowing of the trail parking lots.
If your concept of skiing is downward
movement, Bogus Basin is offering
downhill learn-to-ski weeks every Monday
through Thursday throughout the season.
Ski lessons for all levels of skiers will be
available Dec. 26-29. According to resort -
spokeswoman Jane DeChllmbeau, private
lessons also can be arranged. For prices and
times calf336-4500 and ask for the ski
school. .
The Boise Parks Department also is
offering instruction for the novice skier. The
city is planning day-long beginning
cross-country ski lessons in the: Idaho City
area on Dec. 10, 17, and31 and Jan. 7,14,
and 28. Transportation will be provided by
the parks department. The cost for the
'day-long sessions is $20. For more.! information, call 384-4488.
The BSU Outdoor Activities Center in
S the SUB has rental ski packages of $3.50 a
~ day for the cross-country skier. During thei semester break, OAC rentals will be
£ available from 1to 5 p.m,
Rick Ingham, OAC student coordinator,
encourages individuals to make their
interests known to the center. If groups or -
individuals have an idea of what they want
to learn or where they would like to go, the
center can put together a package
including transportation and all the
necessary equipment for a reasonable price,
he said.
Because the SUB will be closed for
four-day weekends at Christmas and New
Years, the OAC will offer four-day rentals
of ski packages at 2-day rental rates during
these weekends.
Downhill equipment can be rented at
Bogus Basin for $9 a day.
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Lei's go10the .oviesl
. .
$4.~O~up from $4, on Dec. 9» But,M~n
also sells ticketstoBSUstudents at Umon
. Station for $2.50, and thai price will not
rise. ..•. . '. . ". .
'The theaters are offering an impressive
battery of new movies during vacation
time; The movie most likely to draw a
crowd is Sudden Impact, Clint Eastwood's
latest 'Dirty Harry' portrayal.
Gene Hackman heads up the cast of
Common Valor, the story of a Vietnam
veteran who journeys back into Cambodia,
Christine, a'58 Plymouth possessed by
Satancalso will appear here. Although I've
seen previews for Christine at Overland
Park, Mann's theater manager assured me
the film would end up here. The movie is
based on a Stephen King novel and is
directed by John Carpenter. It stars Keith
Gordon as Christine's teenage owner, and
Alexandra Paul as "the other woman" in
Gordon's life.
Plaza Twin Theaters
The movie house temporarily has
dropped it's "Two-For-One" ticket
promotion running in The Idaho
Statesman, but the offer will be re-started
the rust of next year. "Jedi" specials will
by Brian Mason
The University News
What's that? It's only four days into
your Christmas break and you're already
thinking of putting the cat in the dryer for
some thrills?
Well, think again. If you're going to be
here in Boise, you can break your cabin
fever by seeing some of the movies local
theaters have lined up. Included in this
season's package of new films are some
theater discounts, too!
Before examining the local scene, here
are two brand new national angles.
First, a company called R &.R
Productions introduced the first pre-movie
rock videos on Nov. 18. The three charter
members include David Bowie performing
"Modern Love" in concert, Olivia
Newton-John doing the same with "Heart
Attack",'and Bob Dylan crooning
"Sweetheart Like You."
The videos debuted in 500 ~heaters across
the country in large cities like: Denver,
Dallas, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles.
These "mini-concerts" play immediately
before the main feature, and plans are in
the making to sell them to enough theaters
to attract 15million viewers. The point? R
& R plans to introduce commercials
following the music. Ugh.
Second, flavored "gourmet" popcorn
has found its way into about 24 of the
nation's 17,000movie houses. Many
theaters haven't been contacted about its
use. Others refuse to sell it since it costs half
again as much as regular popcorn, and
receives numerous customer complaints
about clumping and stickiness.
No Boise theater contacted knew of
either product. ..
Now, on to the movies and movie
discounts you can find during "vacation."
The Egyptian
Main attraction here will be "the R-rated
movie that wanted to be an 'X' "-
Scarface. AI Pacino and Michelle Pfeiffer
star in this violent chronicle of a Cuban
exile trying to cash in on the "gold mine"
of South Florida's estimated $100 billion
annual drug business.
The Egyptian, Boise's classiest movie
theater.Js offering "Discount Books" to
interested movie-goers. A book costing
$17.50buys five admissions, five 46-ounce
popcorns, and five 14-ounce soft drinks.
That works out to be about half the regular
price. The books are available at the ticket
window.
-\"I
8th Str.et Ma~ketplace ,
The same discount books offered at the'
Egyptian are also on sale here, as well as a
Fri. ONLY, rust-show discount of $2.50
for anymovie. Tickets for .8thStreet .
Marketplace also are always on sale for
$2.50 at Union Station in the SUB for BSU
students.,,,. " .. ': . ->', ". .' ,
Amon~ 8th Street'sChrlstmas offerings
is IIre~Vitaliud re-release ofQte .954' -
original, A Star Is Bom,sta.rrinsJudy
Garland and Jain~MasoJl~this picture
'~:-i:.~~':-"'-- ..:,':'-<;-"'-".""'>'~'>.'->"";' ----.-' '>"#"-".~; ~-.r
about the troubled marriage of a rising star
and a fading star runs three hours, but
critics are calling it some of the best musical
work of Garland's career.
Two new releases also are planned. The
rust stars Burt Reynolds and Julie Andrews
in Blake Edwards' The Man Who Loved
Women. Filmed in Malibu, this one offers
a plot concerningsex-happy Reynolds
and psychologist Andrews attempting to
'cure' him of his "insatiable desire for
women."
The other new release is James Brooks'
Terms of Endearment, with Jack
Nicholson, Shirley MacLaine, and Debra
Winger. MacLaine and Winger are a
mother-daughter duo, while Nicholson is a
slightly daffy ex-astronaut. The movie
portrays, with emotion and humor, the
relationships between these people.
FalrYu Cinemas
The discount being offered here is a $2
admission for the first showing of every
film, every day during Christmas break.
The Fairvu's menu offers some tasty
fare, chief among which is anAlfred
Hitchcock re-release, Rear Window
showcases Jimmy Stewart, Raymond Burr,
and breathtaking Grace Kelly, in a thriller
about an injured photographer and the
lives that pass in front of his telescope.
Meryl Streep plays the lead in Silkwood,
a true-story film sure to stir controversy.
Union activist Karen Silkwood died a
mysterious death in 1974en route to a
government hearing to testify about toxic
level radiation poisoning occurring on
certain jobs. This promises to be an .
interesting as well as entertaining movie.
Gorky Park, a police/adventure film
starring Lee Marvin and William Hurt set
in Russia, and Two Of A Kind, with Olivia
Newton-John and John Travolta also will
headline here.
OYerland Park Cinemas
Mr. T is back up on the big silver screen
in D.C. Cab. The movie also stars Gary
Busey, Irene Cara (Flashdance), and
muscle-bound twins Peter and David Paul.
The film focuses on a cab company in the
nation's capital and the bizarre group of
drivers at its core.
Mel Brooks'latest will show here as well.
The film, To Be or Not To Be, is the
director's newest comedy. Check with the
box office for discounts.
Mann Theaters 4-Plex
Mann is offering "Movie Money," a gift
certificate book for movie-goers. The book
contains ten SI coupons good at the box
office and concession stand. As an added
plus, the coupons are good at any Mann
theater across the country, so if you're
visiting Graumann's Chinese Theater in
L.A., they'Il be good there, too. As far as
other d.iscounts.,Man. n'sM.., on(Jayan.d. '
Tuesday night'DolJar Nights' will be '.
discontinued ..'indefinitely after' Dec. 9.
.Also~MlUUlboxo~ficeprices ""illcliirtbto
continue •.Cheek The Statesman for det8us.
The immensely successful Return of the
Jediwill continue to show through the
holidays. With it's climactic revelations,
noble, lovable heroes, and sizzling visual
effects, Jedi is the one movie in Boise worth
seeing twice. . '
, .Barbra Streisand stars in her own movie
Yentl. The movie deals with a Jewish girl
disguising herself as a boy in order to get an
education.
Two Walt Disney releases are scheduled
as well. Mickey's Christmas is a
short-feature adaptation of Charles
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol," with the'
ever-popular mouse playing over-worked,
under-paid Bob Cratchit.
The Rescuers is a full-length film about
mice attempting to rescue their two young
human friends. Both features are
completely animated.
Well, there it is. Although the Christmas
rule is "everyone over twelve must be
accompanied by money," your dollars will
get you more entertainment at many local
theaters this holiday season. So spare the
cat any bodily harm, round up a couple of
friends, and enjoy some movies before
,school starts again. .
R.lnance is .,hal really
lIIakes.,i.'er funl'
by Jessie Faulkner
Tlle-University-News--·---'
As freedom approaches with the onset of
the semester break, student's thoughts turn
from deadlines, finals and grade point .
averages to simple pleasures.
Dreams of Christmas, skiing and doing
absolutely nothing await us. Now is the time
to dance with that partner of idealism -
romance.
Unlike the tango, romance does not
necessarily take two. Certainly, images of
, crackling, glowing fireplaces and soothing
'bottles of vintage wines shared with lovers is
a common image of winter.romance, but it
can be much more.
Semester break is the perfect time to
romance yourself. Winter is the perfect
medium. Put on that warm furry overcoat
and go out and partake in all those self
indulgences that academe has prohibited.
Spend entire days window shopping and
observing the hustle and bustle of Christmas
shoppers. Reward yourself with a soothing
evening in a hot tub after a day-long
invigorating ski.
Call up a good friend and spend the
afternoon over cut-throat games of
backgammon. Verbalize the philosophical
questions that have been preying at the back
of your mind all semester. What, after all, .
are you going to do with your life?
Spend a snowy afternoon with a novel that
you cannot put down. Read all the back
issues of National Geographic, Good
Housekeeping, and Rolling Stone that time
didn't allow during the semester.
Two are warmer
by Fred Fritchman
Winter is the most romantic season. All
seasons conjure up their own particular
, images but somehow winter's seem the most
exciting: couples frolicking in the snow, .
riding in a horse-drawn sleigh huddled
against the cold. Window shopping for
Christmas together and snuggling close to a
fire are all cherished images polished to a
high,lustre by Hollywood arid our own fond
imaginings. Nothing seems to get two people
together like cold weather.
Most wintertime activities one can do
alone are even more fun done with someone'
else you are attracted to who shares your
interests.
The kind of activities to plan depend not
only on shared interests but on the depth of '
the relationship. To plan anextrava811lltly
romantic event for the rust date would
probablywind up embarrassing you both
Keep a sense of perspective.
First date plans should be light and Jun. A -
movie or show maybe with a drink o,r' ..'
dancing afterwards isa pretty safe bet. - .
Qfi1>eatthings are,kind of fUil, too. After-
.'.dinrterspme night, the two0f,you'COctlld. ' .:
drive aroundthtlvarioUliar~~ of tow,nan:d'-
judgeCJtristmas deCorations onj)eople's '.. ,', .
.-: ',' " - -".r.~-':,-,:_ ,:"", ."._ ;,~>'.:::'.-':' ~',~. __~i:~,\.. :' ,,_--. -: :' >",_.~:;.
.t]~: u.~~~~r1(~Wf§ifsF.~~ff;JllII.'W83-.·· -- ..,.----------~-~-----'--.--:-~'
~)(F+'! Cc.~c: ·········c·.: C-::c,·C'c.--:-.:-'=c,,::::=:.'
houses and lawns. Judge whole areas. How
----- -does-your1U'ea·rate?~-who!sgot,the-·,--,
holiday spirit and who doesn't,
Ifyou live away from MQmand Dad in an
apartment, have the object of your affection
over to help decorate your Christmas tree.
Decorating a tree with someone is a lot better
than doing it alone, and it's good clean fun.
Be sure to have the eggnog and brandy
ready!
There's still hope for outdoor romance
even if neither of you skiis or snowmobiles.
Try tubing sometime. This particularly
humiliating form of recreation allows the
participant a very minute amount of control
over his trajectory, speed and stopping point.
The both of you can have a lot of fun
laughing both at yourselves and each other.
Try going down the hill on one tube together.
See for your selves how a double payload
affects distance traveled.
Ice skating's another fun outdoor one,
too. You can skate indoors all the time, and
outdoors on the pond at Julia Davis when it's
frozen. If you're a male, be prepared for
your date to be a better skater. It's either all
those years of roller skating while you were
frying bugs or just a trait carried on the xx
chromosome combination.
Advanced outdoor activities include rising
early after a new snowfall, perhaps meeting
somewhere for breakfast. After you eat,
head out for the snow. The hushed whiteness
of your surroundings should activate some
aesthetic sense in you unless you're 'a brick.
After drinking in the beauty of the virgin
snow, you are free to mess it up a little. The
two of you can make snow angels together
and spell out things by walking around in the
snow. People who enjoy this kind ofactivity
usually don't need much of an excuse to be
together. . .
Last but not least is the quiet evening at
home. After a leisurely dinner, with the
blizzard howlingoutside.Curl up
In front of the fireplace
or space heater and talk about. what
you find right and wrong with higher
education or the condition of streets in Boise. '
Actually you can talk about anything that
suits the two of you; Not talking at all is also
.a good proposition.
Campus briefs .. ..BQiSeNa.tional Forest··,·c .' .JO,DS
Approximately 100. positions will be
fillc;d this year on the Boise National
Forest,according to Dale Stadtmueller,
Personnel Officer for the Boise National
Forest.
The positions being recruited for include:
aids and technicians in forestry, engineer-
ing and surveying. Forestry positions are in
timber, recreation, and fire prevention and
suppression •.;rhe jobs are seasonal with the
starting dates dependent upon weather
conditions or the type of assignment.
Applicants will be notified on whether they
were selected or riot by themiddle of May
at the latest.
Persons applying must be at least 18
years of age. Salaries will range from $4.69
to $5.74 per hour, depending on the type of
work and the skills of the employee. Those
applying for work on the Boise National·
Forest must return their application to the'
Regional Office in Ogden, Utah between
Dec. 1, 1983 and Jan_1S, 1984. Applica-
tions are available at all forest offices. The
Boise National Forest Supervisor's Office is
. located at 1750 Front Street in Boise.
Ranger District' offices are in Mountain
Home, Idaho City, Cascade, Lowman,
Emmett, and on Warm Springs Avenue
east of Boise. For further information call
334-1537.
individuals !flay send an application to oIlIY
one Forest Service Regional Office. Appli-
cants must be at least 18 years old at the
time they report for duty and must be
capable of performing 'arduous work' .
Teacher applicants
needed
The Foreign & Domestic Teachers
-Organization needs teacher applicants in all
fields from Kindergarten through College
to fill over six hundred teaching vacancies
both at home and abroad.
Since 1968, their organization has been
finding vacancies and locating teachers
both in foreign countries and in all fifty
states. They possess hundreds of current
openings and have all theinformatioll as to
scholarships, grants, and fellowships.
For additional information about their
organization, you may write the Portland
Oregon Better Business Bureau or the
National Teacher's Placement Agency,
UNIVERSAL TEACHERS" Box 5231,
Portland, Oregon 97208.
Peer counseling pays
off ....
. In California, successful peer-counseling
programs are increasing the number of
- - "students from' minority or.' 'under-
represented" groups.
College students funded through work-
study programs are at the' heart of the
program. They go out into community
schools - often returning to their old high
schools and junior highs - to help guide
their peers toward matriculation.
Counselors come from a number of
different schools. The U. of Southern
California, a private school located- in a
mixed, minority neighborhood, began a
Forest Service
summet"Jobs"
Applications for Forest 'Service summer
andseasonal jobs will be accepted on a,
nationwide basis between Dec. I, 1983, and
Jan. 15, 1984.
'Application forms, available at all Forest
Service offices, must be postmarked no
later than Jan. 15 to be .considered.
Qualifications are based on past experience
and/or education.
.According to the Forest Service News,
small peer-eounselingprogram two years
ago. Twenty USC students, themselves
members of minority populations, visit 17
Los Angeles high schools on a regular
basis. They help college prospects with
course planning, entrance exam prepar-
ationsyand financial aid problems.
The largest and most highly developed
peer-eounseling program in California is
run by the U. of California System. It
began in 1978 after a study commission
report showed that efforts to recruit from
the pool ..of qualified- applicants in Cali-
fornia were good, but the pool itself was
too small compared with-the size of the
minority population. Students needed more
than information on entrance requirements
and financial aid: They needed help with
motivation, skills development, and much
else. .And they needed it long before high
school.
The UC System developed the Partner-
ship Program, which begins working with
students in the 7th grade and stays with
them through high-school graduation. Peer
counselors. give general presentations to
groups of students on some visits, but much .
of the time they work one-on-one helping
students to discover their interests and to
qualify themselves for college.
The program is primarily intended to
motivate students and develop their interest
in attending college. Now that it's grown
and found success there, it is branching out
to academic tutoring.as.well. .-'" ---
Last year the state program worked with
18,000 students in 337 high schools and
junior highs. Of those graduating from
high school, .74 percent went on to some
form of postsecondary education - 30
percent to the eight UC campuses, the rest
to other schools .in the California system.
Some campuses have an even higher success
rate; 90 percent of the students in UCLA's
program later enter college.
Administrators of the programs say that
not just any college. studerit'canbecome,'a "
goodpeercQunselor, . andapplicarits'a,re'
careflilly . screened: But; theysay,the I
rapport of peers has a great deal to do-with .
.the success of the counseling effort. '
Job market to. .improve
An .improvement in job prospects is
expected on campuses this' year, say.
placement officials. Admitting there's
almost nowhere to go but .up after last
year's disastrous job market, they say more
firms are scheduling campus" interviews,
.and fewer are cancelling out.
Studentprotests "A"
A student grade protest at the University
of Minnesota has a new twist: Kris
Waskosky says her math grade is too high.
She stopped going to Prof. Steven Gaal's
math class after three weeks because his
classroom behavior and grading procedures
were erratic. When she still received an A,
she protested the grade. Gail adnuts 'he
made a mistake; .but won't~hangethe
..N' .It will remain unless Waskosky goes
to court to have it removed.
.Rocky Horror
Risky Business
Harold &Maude
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kinko·s copies ,\ IFYOU'RE AVETERAN,'
BECOMEA4-LETTER MAN.675 Capitol Dlvd.Dols•. Idaho
342-7995,
Mon. - Thurs. 6-9 -
Sun 11-4
It's the season for giving. And there's no better gift than music.
Music is a thoughtful gift and a lasting one.
And BUdgetmakes the giving easy. We're near you.
,And our friendly Btaff will help you make the perfect
choice. At the perfect price.
Say "Merry Music" all yl3ar long. Shop at Budget,
'Japesand Records right now:
./
Army ROTC has a lor ~oing for il.'F.lr
a veteran, it has even more! '
In most cases, your service time alone '
will take the place of the first two years, So
you'll move right inro the Advanced Course
and begin earning $1000 a year, And that's
in addition to your other veteran's benefits.
Then, upon graduation from college and
receiving your officer's commission, you
even get to call your own shots. Either go
for an 'active duty assignment or opt for the'
Army Reserve or-National Guard. Either
way', guaranteed,
Here's anotherbig plus, You can join'im
Army Reserve or National Guard unit at
the samerime you're in ROTC, receiving
fUllpay in addition to your ROTC sub-
sistence allowance, '
Army ROTC is a good deal for college
students; It's even a better deal for veterans;
Talk to your professor of Military Science '
for details, ' '
" ARMY ROTC. " ,
BEALLYOUCANBE~
, ,-CC\1l3~5~J500' .
,Leader~b.ip.exceUence\" starts here.
F.!!3aC::::"E~ - lA,IN.' I
RC4 "8uperform" or ~HJ~·
"Supercomp" Skis Thinsulate
Storms'IIedShell·Thlnsulate
List to $270 Insulation JacketsFor The
Your Choice 179.99 Entire Family:". Mens& Ladies
'82-'83 models. " .. '.;~~,:~SizesReg.$140
F.SSC::::"E~ - .~. ' '89.99
.RC4"Professional" MensS-XL
or"Superlite"-, ~~1~S~'.~4
SkiS List to $270 JUn'Or,s,zes5999Y Ch' ' Reg.$100 •our orca 159.99 . JuniorS-XL
'82-'83 models \. t,',; .....': #9923Y
f.'EUq~u'h,·p·e-eF~or .....~:. =:.1 I~~I
" "f".1 It -r \. '(i'; Th' late
''i, \j ~ .: ~~).' ,__Jnsu
~
"Equlpe M ". Skis ,\;', ../''\ StormshedShell'
• ' "J 1 Thlnsulate Insulation Ski
, , ,.:':11~. List $310 169 99 Blbbers For Men s,Ladles
• ., - Your Choice • Mens S-XL Reg. $120
.•' J82~'83models. \ '. r'·" Ladies6-14849'5: , #9952 M,L •
\a ...wI.,d SALOMON Alpine Ski Packages ~....-!!IIIRIUfttl!MenS&LadleSSkISeparates
l'llUUUin "326" Recreational ~-""";'-~----";;;"----4 VIii......,1i Save 45% to 55%
"MRR" Racing t=lTCMIC Ski Parkaswith HI·Loft
Bindings Intermediate Poly Insulation'
Reg $150 Bindings "F6 Micronic GSE" Reg.$100to$110 49.99
. List $79.95 Alpine Ski Package OeluxeTaslanSklBlbbers 39' 95
~~g.$80 to $90 •
-Atomic "F6 Micronic GSE" Skis Mix and match separatesfrorn our
-Dynafit "Hot lite" Boots wide variety of de~igns and colors.",.; .
-Marker "M25" Bindings. .. Make an outfit thatsults your own
-lncfudes Free Installation & Tune-Up ersonal st Ie!
List $582 .
YOU SAVE $212.01 369.99
ROSSIGNOL
"Contender" Alpine Ski
Package
-Rossignol "Contender" Skis.
-Caber" Delta " Boots
-Salomon "32.6" Bindings
-Marker "6351" Poles
-tncludes Free Installation & Tune-Up
List$435.95 219.99
cabet
"Delta" Alpine Ski Boots 59. _88
.List $145 Mens & Ladies
SALOMO
."737" or "3800"
Intermediate/Expert
Bindings
Reg. $134.95
".J.
29.95109~95 . f19.95
K ids Korner!
ROSSIGNOL ATOMIC
-Bossiqnol ': Demon" 90·120cm Skis or .
Atomic" Arc Pro Jr." Skis
. -Caber " Alletta" Boots .
. -salomon "126" Bindings
-Marker ': Jr." Poles
-Inctuces Free Installation & Waxing
List $215.95 . "
119.99 ,
-Same Package With ROSSIGNOL "DART"130-160cm Skis
List $225.95.
124.99 .
-Sarne Package With NORDICA "SPRINT" BOOTS
List $220.95
129.99' .
-Sarne Package With ROSSIGNOL "DART" SKIS
& NORDICA 'SPRlrn" BOOTS
List $230.95 .
139.99
Accessories
.'\IlkRXBR "6351" "7075" ANODIZED
PAINTED ALUMINUM ALUMINUM
'ALLOY SKI POLES ALLOY SKI POLES
Reg. $24 Reg. $30
16.99 /"~ 19.99
.. ,.~II boIle
Rulhl.r .
II Equipe Jr." Performance Skis
list $130 69.95 .
~I'I"
'.'Jr. Pro" Ski Boots Bolle "X500 VII"
Size 12-7 Gogg les Reg. $28
List $80 . 44.95 Attractively Christmas Boxed!
TYROLIA Bolle "X200" ·Double
Tyrolia "60 Jr." Bindings LensGoggles Heg.$26 12..99
with Brake List$64.9529.99 Bolle "X200" Single
'- ------- ..... LensGoggies ,Reg. $18 8.99
Deluxe Vinyl M ccnbeets
For The Entire Family!.. .
.Mens & Ladies Sizes'Youths & Kids Sizes'
Reg. $19;9516.88 Reg, $16.9513.88
h(i)tflngers IOMBI
Leather Ski Gloveswlth Thlnsulate
Thermallnsulatiorifor Men& Ladles
R~.$~ . "_~
15.88
5804 Fairview
219 Main
· .
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GRANDOPEN,ING
Are you tir~d of high priced b~er? why not try
makin'g Your own, ..
You can make up to 10 gallons of delicious beer
spending only 20 minutes .in the kitchen'for as little
as 10' a bottle.
We carry American. English. Dutch. German
Canadian and French products:
Stop in and register fo~ a FREEBEER·MAKING '
STARTERKIT. Drawing heid12 21 83 (no purchase necessary.) ,
3898 WESTSTATE (next to Smoky Davis and Tangles)
344-5141 OPEN 1Oam-6pm Mon. thru Sat.
WHILE YOU STUDY!MONEY
$11.00CASH
American Plasma Donor Center 1021 Broadway
Stormproof
~
E~'"
.' ,j". ,-- " ... ;
I ~ . I _I·' .
'W~Unique stretch panels in
the shoulders give this ,
jacket extraordinary fit
and complete freedom of
motion.
Mountain Outlet price - .
$19.95 -$39.95
B 0 I 5 (~I D ·A .~ 0
1101W. Idaho
Downtown Boise
Tel 385-9316
Mon.-Thur. 10-6
Fri. 10-9 Sat. 10-6
ALBERTSON'S MARKETPLACE
---..,
The place for unique
Chris;mas gifts, wrapping paper,
st~tionary, and curios.
'1752 W. STATEST.BOISE 34.3-8821Albertson's Mar'ketplace 343-3084
This week's Christmas special:
ALL WINTER COATS 25'% off
Children's sizes from infants to size 14* Large selection of novelty children's
jewelry and stuffed toys .
Great News!
Now pay only $2.00
, per foot for metal frames. *
Just bring in your
- measurements for 2 or
more frames. Available in gold or silver and only in
DesignS4profile(MielsonlO 13th and Fort
. location only. BUILD YOUR OWN & SAVE!
·.' . . . ,.~.', :,' .' .*hardware slightly"Mon·~-thurFrllO:30~5:30-extra- ..•'
; ,.r-., ~ ..... ~ .......... ~~ __ ...,..._ .......... __ ..
PICTURE US TOGETHER ! ! !
- 135,126, 11Ommin 1hour -Disc in 90 minutes
-24 hour service on -All photo services
enlargements available
Hiwi sa.. rneguarantee our work"
Going Fast! ·95 Stock.f~lli...~I.,.,.lIttlO
" .•. ' .' .' . DNE H,DUR FILMPADCEBSING
- 177SWestState Street, 8oi~:.ID.83702,: .: ",343-4501.: '., ."c-
----~
Comics
Classified
FEMALE ROOMATE. Nice two bed-
room house. Rent $159 plus Y2-utilities.
Has fireplace, close to BSU, very com-
fortable. Call Diane 336-7504. Keep trying.
HOLI-
DAYS
From the staff of~-
JERRY'S
~1th STREE~
MARKET
~
./tl.
;,.,,-\,t!f
. ~':I-. " ..
Ill'ik 27th Phone 342·1)1)75
. PARTY TIME" .
CHECK USOUTfOR
··*KEGS*··
WITH THE WORKS
, •. ;',d', .', ,','
ALLBRANDS'
AVAILABLE
Reservati()ns.Advi$ed. -'-.,,' ",,' ... ' ',,","'--',' ..-, ..... ,",' ,,' , " _.
-15VJOUN WAL.RADr ~
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'(OIA KNOW WHAT I~ ~
IF I WAS PRESIDENT
OF THI:UNITED STATES? '
iHATSOt.tNDS /..IKG
SOMETHINe. '('ou tebUl.D
170OATMeAL.!co.~Re~
WOlAL-DN'r HAve .0
61<e"AK ~ r<ecE95 •••
I'D· GIVE' EVE:I<:VBoDY'
FRee I3EEI<!THAT~
WHAT tC' DO!!
SlugboyaSluggirl
The amazing slugs who go to college . .
by Joe Ltmace and
Babette Puresseux
OHI BOY.•• SHE'S NEVI::R
BOUGHT ME A GIFt B~FORE.
WHAT DO I SAY IF \T'~
SOMETHINErI oo,tn ,bIKE?
"\
IT'S AN ATOMI2ER!
IT'S FULL OF WATER, TOO!
NOW I CAN MOISTEN
MYS~("F ANy-rIM£! OH
THANK YOu, SLVGG-IRL!~ .....
MERRY CHRISTMAS,
SWGBOY!
The Real PuzzIeu Signing off The Real Puzzle'"-Solution
by DoDRDblD
The first three persons to brh;g the
correct solution of the 'reB~puzzle' to
ITh~lUfii!§f1i!r-)1W~w~:• . office [2nd noo.rs...UBI ~jJJ receive aBronco Rainier T-Shirt from .. -.,. - RAINIER BEER '.. ~ ~t .. - ...... -. '.IliitifmmAl,..nsI --./\_••_- I .
At tsst. a crypto;ram for
the hearinglmpalrecL:.
We've -given eacb of the
signs from the manual alpha-
bet a dif(erent letter .value
and written a message at the
right. Perhaps you can give ll'
a band by breaking the code.
below.
~ ~.~ .'~ .. ~ ~~~~~~~~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .:~ .~ ~ .. ~.~
-VICTOR.IA'S
.Classv.Sassv Seconds
_ .1520 Vista-
Next tQBairdsCleaning'
\\:;~;;:i~Ii;~inl.2ua1ilYused.~·I"lhinl:
furnilur~ "lit consignment tor the
hudl\el.mind"d .h,,!,pet.
, Cum,i~n-:c~\\'d-=,,",C
i0..6Mon...sat .344~5.0·08
.A Fu~Pla.ceT9S11.()p
i',';' ',' ';~.' •.. ,""'; ." .,.~','. , . .',' .
«J Pla~~o~~an~,~~~ntho9d
confidential serviees..
birth control
.pregnancy tE!sts
counseling & ..referrals
gynecological exam
fees bQse:donincome/cJayande\len~ngclJnic:s,
talr.·3.4·5·~()7.,60.· .--
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1 1r-------~--~-(}-.----.11 Enrolling now 1
_AN (J&lliIUJ ~ ·1 forJ·· anuary class.es 1
Trophy House .' .r ..' CO'Expert Engraving I. ~
o SERVICElSOURSPECIALTY 01 '. COMPUTER DATA PROCESSING' 1
1 WORD PROCESSING 1I, BUSINESS .ADMINISTRATION , 1
:1 OFFICETECHNOLQGIES' It----_A_1_
'
So...;,k...i ......";,,or;.;.k,;;.;o_.s.;;,2.;.O..:.;:%;..;o;.:.ff..:..- -I. I. <.:o~r:;TQLOGY . '.' 1
~-~ln~c-.I~~~e-··~-F-.~~:-·~~:-:~,:~~-:-r~:-~~.&-·-~~~~t.w_···_~~.:_~.~l~S~~IManywarm-upsreducedtS% fo 30% : ·.1' : ,.l3,tJiSf.,1d;ak·S3709,34:r62.:l..;· .1,'
... __ ' : ;--_. -- ' .III ' '.-;' ; I also.i.20.2.,5rvad~~~ ..-Bo,5t,ldaJi.O·~3706:3lg-fo1~o··;;I................... ..........
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DO·JANGLES~---_.. ._-_.....-..:..
:BRINGrTHISAD IN AND RECEIVE
':$tdooOFF'
ANY REGULARLY PRICED PAIR
OF J~ANS OR CORDS. offer ends 12/31/83
DOWNTOWN. COLE & USTICI< • OVERLAND & 5MI.
NOW IN BOISE
Idaho's leading health food sto~e
-Vitamins, Herbs, Proteins .
QSkin and Hair Care
-Books
-Snack Bar& Frozen Yogurt
-And much more
Also in Karcher Mall
'WO~D{I1
8VJ!RITlflN;~'\' .,: '~ ~> ' ;,:' ",'"
"N \atural Foods'
for a Healthier You"
Mon -Tues- Fri - 10-9
Wed-T~urs-Sat- 10-6
Sun-12 ..5
10370 Overland
376..8484
-ft*** ** -tr -t:r** **:-tr."tr-tr.**-g.~,"**~*~**.,
'~'" ~. ·MERIG.AN~.·','··*··
.: GY~BING~·.·"··.···..~
{t '. 601'E~46th.... "J}
.h.' '. Garden City, Boise ..)}
.... (oth.und· 01Frllo'Uy Bldg.·by th.Qiverl.:. ......{c ~.
(c .GRAND .~ )}
; -.: OPENING!! i
~ - CALL 375 ..3225- )}
We're brand new in Boise and proud to offer you discounts ......
{ton aUyour scrap paper & metal ~ .
.(t when YOU DELIVER'n tis!. )}
(t )}'
.H WE' * NEWSPAPER OPEN *.... * ALUMINUM WEEKDAYS #0(', .
~ BUY. : ~~~~~~~APER SA~~:~:YS ~* TAB CARDS . - 1-5P.M.
{t _ ••••••• - ••••• ------ •••• -~ )}- {! I AMERICAN REC'YCUNG I I AMERICAN REC'YCLING I )}
I lOt .bovoAL=uM""oJlI I,.~.~~SPAPER&~~~~ .. I
~ II BE~C:~~AN,S I. '. . ,!!2~1~.I1~~~:h,,~~I. :
.... 601 E. 46th Garden City - 375-3225 (,II J I 46rh ( ..'rd,'" Ciry - ·:115.3:i2~:.H I COUPONEXvrrIJ~"'flV 1'- 1?R.1 i !! \t.~!J'ONIXt'1lt!~.NO·. I~ 1'1k' PI *
~ <.:OUPONUMmDTU ONL Pl.Rvt-:h!'oONVtIl '"I -,tr [II 1.11 I' 1"41J""nl I) (tjONI .·:JtI·1J{~)N~ •.H"'I""'; II ~{! _. •• ... 1:lI1UI __ .~ __ • ItII · *'
*************************
10th & State
344·8448
5 Mile Plaza
317-4371 .
Whatprogramon campus
exchanges students to 36
states' at BSU tuition rates?
. , l .
.B:>U,j e .. ', .
"
.' ...... .:., .
o ~-'., :-"~
'the National Student Exchange!
ltiformation available at
Rooms 204 ..6, SUB
. .
F+ . • 1•···.tnanCla aid deadlines approach
by Ann Heater
TheUniversityNews
help students pay a portion of their
educational expenses.
The work-study program also is awarded
to eligible undergraduate and graduate
students. In the program, opportunities are
provided students for work at a job on
campus. Paychecks are made payable to the
studentrwhO-ls-then-responsible-for paying
outstanding debts to BSU. Students must
file a FAF. •
The Job Location and Development
Program is designed to help students; full
or part-time, locate off-campus employ-
ment while attending college. The Job
Location Office receives notifications'
on 'part-time, temporary, and full-time
employment. Information can be. found in
room 124 of the Administration Building.
Internships are also offered by several,
departments at BSU. They provide work
. experience along with credits earned in a
student's major field of interest. Students
should, see the chairman of their depart-
ment for information.
Short-term loans' are available to
continuing. students who. experience an
emergency during an academic term. An
applicant must be carrying six. credits with
at least a 2.0 cumulative GPA. Repayment
must be made within 90 days. The loans are
not provided to' pay registration fees.
Special forms may be obtained in the
Financial Aid Office. -
BSU also provides other hourly employ-
ment for those who do not have work-study
eligibility. The following areas hire students
regularly and should be contacted directly:
ASBSU (Associated Student Body), The
Bookstore, the games area, the SUB
Information, Booth, Saga Food Service,
The University News, BSU Pavilion,
KAID- TV,' .Intramurals (auxiliary gym),
Printing and Graphic .Service, Student
. Residential Life, and the Morrison Center.
Scholarships awarded to undergraduate
and graduate students are based on
academic achievement, special skills and
talents, and/or financial need.'
"In terms of-scholarships; there is a
sizeable number which are not based on
need. Therefore a student could apply only
for a scholarship if they. felt that financial
need was not a necessary criteria for
them," Nee says.
Separate scholarship applications for
"non-need" people must be filed by March
-1-.------------'-'
The scholarship awarding process is as
follows:
(I) Information about the student
(checks the student's GPA, for example)
is collected.
(2) The applications are divided up by
major and turned over to each department
or school.
(3) The schools and the departments
make the selections for the scholarship
awards.
(4) The information is then relayed back
to the' fmancial aid office, where it is
combined with other information regarding
the student, such as applications for
. need-based scholarships and assistance.
(5) A package of need-based assistance
. and scholarships is put together and the
student is notified of his or her award.
"We estimate that our award letters will
start going out in May for scholarship
recipients, and in June' for the other people
_who got filed on time," says Nee.
In compliance with new Federal regula-
tions the Financial Aid Office recently
adopted a Satisfactory Academic Progress
Policy. Compliance with the policy is a
factor in eligibility for federally funded
financial assistance.
The major points of the policy are as
follows:
(I) Students must be enrolled for' the
purpose of obtaining a degree, 'diploma, or
certificate, and must be carrying no less
than six credits for undergraduate students
and five credits for graduate students.
(2) Students must" be in good academic
standing. Students on any type of academic
·.probation are not eligible for financial aid.
Financial aid will not be withheld for
students on probation who earned at least
12 credit hours, with a 2.5 GPA during
. their most recent semester at BSU, and who
have not exceeded . the maximum time
frame allowed for completion of a degree
or certificate .:
The Financial Aid Program is designed
to help students 'through the maze of
application forms and deadlines required
by various financial aid sources.
The types of financial aid available to
BSU students include Pell Grants,
Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant/State Student Incentive Grant and
scholarships. Waiver of non-resident
tuition, National Direct Student Loan,
Work Study Program and Guaranteed
Student Loans.
The financial award packages consist of
a combination of grant, work and loan
funds. Pell Grants during 1983-84 ranged
from $225 to $1,163 for Idaho students
carrying 12 or more credits. Other grants
and loans ranged from $100 to $1,500.
Work-study wages went up to $2,300.
Scholarships ranged from $50 to $750.
Other financial assistance is provided
through employment on campus, the Job will be considered first.
Location and Development Program, The Waiver of Non-Resident Tuition
special programs, internships, and short- (WNRT) is awarded to eligible under-
term loans. graduate and graduate students who are
. Supplemental Educational Opportunity considered out-of-state residents for tuition
Grants (SEOG)/State Student Incentive purposes and who han at least a 2.5 grade
Grants (SSIG) also are awarded to eligible point average. Students must have copies of
undergraduate students. • " _-- "0 .grade.transcripts.from previcusly.anended.,
To determine eligibility for a Pell Grant, colleges on file at BSU and also must file a
students must me an application for FAF.
Federal Student Aid and a Financial Aid National Direct Student Loans are
Form (FAF) by March 1. awarded to eligible undergraduate and
The application process for financial aid graduate students. They are long-fern,
is as follows: low-interest loans that must be repaid to
(1) A student must apply for admission BSU according to specific Federal guide-
and be accepted by BSU into an academic lines. Payment begins six months after
or -vocational-technical program, and graduation or when a student is enrolled for
complete registration requirements. less than half-time (6 or fewer credits)
(2) Students must then me the forms attendence. Students must me a FAF.
which apply to the type of aid they are. Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) are
looking for. awarded to both graduate' and under-
The forms will be available for students graduate students .:These are a long-term,
around Christmas in the Financial Aid moderate-interest loan negotiated through
office, room 117 of the Administration the student's bank or other lending agency.
Building. GSL application forms are available from
"One of the basic forms is the Financial BSU financial aid office or from a local
Aid Form, which is a need analysis form (it . participating b~k.Repayment begins six
collects income and 'asset information from ' months after graduation or less-than-half-
the student and family), and cannot be filed time attendence. Students should first file a
until after the rust of January," says FAF or submit copies of their IRS tax
Esperanza Nee, Assistant Director of forms with the GSLapplication. Residents
Career and Financial Services. of another state should obtain loan forms
"One of the programs they (students) are appropriate to that state.
applying for, the Pell Grant Program, is - "About 1,700 students goiGuaranteed
under contract with the federal government Student Loans last year," says Nee,
and they insist on having people me the "altogether between Guaranteed Student
forms after they know what their income Loans and everything else, we probably
for 1983 has been. Therefore they say that help about 3,500 students."
if you file it in December you are simply "We go through about $7 million dollars
making estimates," says Nee. in student aid. That includes work-study,
"We' think. that if people get their loans, scholarships and the whole works'.
documents ready by the first of March, and About $3.5 million of that Is the, Guaran-
file the form by the first of March that will teed Student Loan." . .
give enough time for the processing that Students interested in ob~aining financial
goes on in California, and for the forms to aid should contact ChnsWoodward,
get back to us by Aprl('t ," says Nee. financial services advisor, in Room 117. of
Those deadlines are for priority groups. the Administration Building, or call
Late applications will be considered, ?ut 385-1~64.. ., .
those who have everything in before April 1 Besides direct md'lobs are available to
One of the many applicatIons students must fill out to receive financ~al aid. Scholarships range from $50 to $750.
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Dear:Reader"_,, _, .'_,':_ .,'" .;..:,=;__ .: .: ._
Throughout this past semester the staffofTheUn;verSity News 'has been trying
to please you. The survey that follows is your chance to'give us a piece of your
mind and tell us how well you think we're doing. .' . . ... .
After finals we'll start elanning next semester's issues. Youiinput can help guide
our decisions. Please take, the time to fill out this survey and drop it off at the SUB
info booth;.' '.
r • '.j
Thanks,
Josephine Jones
Editor
\.,
" , 1983 Survey of readers ,
" Content S. Do you like the Academic Q & A
section? DYes DNo. Should The Un;-'
versity News ask professors more questions
about ONational affairs. DEducation-at
BSU DPersonal & professional interests.
Do you think students should be inter-
viewed too? .
6, Employment Outlook tries to investigate
how well education at BSU prepares.'
students for jobs. Have you found this
section helpful? DYes DNo Would you
rather have brief articles covering various
aspects of the job market? DYes DNo. '
Would you like to see a national emphasis?
DYes DNo.
7. Would you prefer more thorough
'"coverage of BSU Sports? DYes ·,DNe:t;-
Which ones?
Would you like a fitness and health section
added to regular team sports coverage?
DYes DNo. Would you read a sports
columnist? DYes DNo. -
8. Does Ont and About cover your kind of
- entertainment? DYesONo. If not, what's
missing?
Which section of Out & About do you read
most frequently? DCalendar' DTop tube
DRadio Rave DOn Stage DCenter Section
DReview.
r
)' 1. Do you think The .University News
covers the campus adequately: 0 Yes 0
No. If not, how would you change it?
2. List in descending order (1 being most
read) the sections you read the most often.
o Feature [cover story]
o Campus News
o Academic Q & A
o Employment Outlook
o Sports
o Out & About
o Student Survival
o Opinion
o Comics and Puzzle
','
r:
I
I
'"
,'.
3. Do you like the present feature length?
DYes DNo. Ifnot, would you Dlengthen
Dshorten it? Should all features be about
events or people on campus? DYes DNo.
If not, should they cover DNational college
lifestyle Dldaho News and or DNational
.politics?
4, Does the campus news' page keep you
'adequately informed about deadlines and
. -events on campus? DYes'DNo. '
n '
I,
,i
'!
:\
\ .,."J; .. ,
9; 'Can you relate tq theStuderit Survival Reader profile
.: column? DYes DNo. Would you like more
information arid less. humor? DYes DNo. 1. Are youa student at BSU? DYes DNo.
1,0. Would' you;like to, see'<editorial: If so, 'what's your major? oLiberalArts
cartoonscon the Opinion' page? DYes DBusiness DVo-tech DEducation
DNa ..What do-youthink editorials.should .__DHealth Science.
cover?DBSU-DNational college life' 2. 'How old are you? 017-22 023-27
OIdaho DNational politicsOOther. 028-32032 or older.
11. Is the Real Puzzle .too difficult? DYes 3. DMale DFemale.·
DNo. Would you rather have a crossword?' 4. Do you live Doff campus? Dwith
DYes DNo. . 'parents? Don Campus?
12. Is WBldradt's strip funny to you? S •.Ate you Dmarriedor Dsingle? Do you
DYes DNo. Ate Slugboyandshigglrl? have children? DYes DNo ..
DYes DNo. Name a national comic strip 6. Ate you-employed? DFull-time DPart-
you would like. ' time? How, often do you read The
University News? DEvery Issue DMost of
the time DSometimes DRarely.
7. Of your fellow students how many
would you say read The University News on
a .regular basis?' DMost DQuite a few
DNot many.
8. Do your family and friends read The
University News? DYes DNo.
9. Is the place. you pick The University
News up convenient for you? DYes DNo.
If not, what place would' be more
convenient for you? '.
10. What do you do with The University
News after you've read it? DSave it
DTrash it DWrap fish, Bird cage, etc.
List any other.ideas on any aspect of the
paper that you think would make The
University News a better paper.
Form
1. Do you think The University News has
too many advertisements? DYes DNo.
2. Do you patronize our advertisers? DYes
DNo. If so, which. ones? DClothing
retailers DMovie theaters DBars DBook-
stores DRestaurants DOther.
3. Do you like the way The University
News looks? DYes DNo. Is it easy to find
what you're looking for? DYes DNo.
Would you like to see more graphics or
fewer? DMore DFewer.
4. Do the stories sometimes look too long
to read easily? DYes DNo.
S. Do you think the articles are lively and
interesting? DYes DNo. Ate they clear?
DYes DNo.
6. Would you prefer national syndicated
riters to. BSU-students? DYes DNo. _.- ..
",
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Isours the violent. .•.. l'nation ..
This is 'a' response 'to the letter from
Representative Montgomery on the subject
of Veterans' Day (Nov. 17, 1983). Of
course veterans, like everyone else, ought to
have the right. to dignity, respect and the
necessities of life without undue hassle.
I do object when the honor given to
combatants.in past wars provides an excuse
for involving' fresh troops in new wars. I
object to love of home being identified with
machismo, violence, arrogance and ethno-
centrism. No evidence has ever been
provided to demonstrate that a willingness
to engage in foreign war enhances domestic
conditions or ensures a nation's longevity.
The opposite could be cogently argued.
Foreign war enhances domestic conditions
or ensufes a nation's longevity. The
opposite could be cogently argued. Foreign
wars can be an excuse for the abridgment of
free expression, due process and various
other rights and protections; the recent
exclusiofi of the press from Grenada was
only the most recent and one of the least
serious of such abrigments. Admiration of
the warrior is one of the hallmarks of the
authoritarian mind set and of totalitarian
political systems. Foreign threat is a
Letters to the' editor right ridiculous to use the whole gym when;a smaller room could be used.: Basketball .
has to be played in alarge area,or at least
some place with baskets, wouldbe nlce,
Square dancing and whatever. else can' be
done without using the .courts and baskets
which we so desperately need. Isit asking
too much that they use' only one gym at a
time so that we, who are not in 'those
classes, can enjoy them too?
universal 'excuse for ignoring domestic
issues. . .
Montgomery says we have been invoved
in nine majors wars. Actually we have been
mUitarily engaged somewhere in the world
during 187 of the 207 years we.have been a
nation. We have fought in well over
IO,OOO--probably over 20,OOO--batties arid
skirmishes. On the average, our· troops
have been involved in at least one battle
(maybe two) during every week of' our
existence as a state. We have to stop asking
what is wrong with everybody else that we
have to fight with them 'all the time and
start asking whether the problem might be
with us. Maybe ours isthe violent nation, If '
my kid gets in a fight every week, I soon
stop asking what is wrong with the other
kids and start asking what is wrong with
him or her. . .
Let's not keep up a callous pretense of
loving peace if the only way we can imagine
to serve peace is by building weapons and
, fighting wars. '
Dance vs. basketball
This has gone far enough! Once again
we've had to leave the basketball gym
because it was being used for something
that could very well have been done some
place else, or at least on one side of the
playing floor. Notonly one gym, but the
other as well.
The first one had' a maximum of ten
people up on .the second level in a corner
square dancing. The main floor wasn't
being used at all, and they weren't aboiJt to
let us useit. So, it's off to the other gym
where another ten or twelve people decided
they needed the .whole floor and all six
baskets 'for another dance class. Now what,
Iask you, does that leave us? Where else on
campus can we play basketball?
When we first came to Boise State, we
were under the impression that the basket-
ball gyms on campus were for playing
basketball. We understand that .dance
classes with many people need a lot of space
in 'which to do their thing; but it i~ down
Kevin Lorentz,
Policy :
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced, and preferably no longer
than 500 words. The letters must be
signed and a telephone number provided
for our verification procedures.
The University News reserves the right
to edit letters for spelling, grammar,
punctuation, length (if the letters exceed
500 words) and content. We reserve the
right to eliminate potentially libelous
statements and material not germane to
the intent of the letter. All efforts will be
made to accurately preserve the content
of the letter.- .
Bob Corbin
Assistant Professor of Sociology
"
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